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This issue of Legend is a double celebration: 
This April marks 70 years since the debut 
of the Land Rover at the Amsterdam Motor 
Show, as well as this being the 200th edition 
of the Club’s newsletter. To mark these spe-
cial occasions, Legend is four pages bigger 
and packed with special features alongside 
all the great member-generated content that 
you would usually expect to � nd. 

The extended feature beginning on page 4 introduces the LR-
SOC’s three founding members to whom we are eternally grateful 
for setting up the Club almost 40 years ago. 

You can also catch up with this issue’s instalment of the month-
by-month review of events from 1948 by Canadian Area Rep, Keith 
Barrett, on page 40. This time he focuses on happenings during 
March and April that year.  

John Smith’s quest to � nd the genuine ‘� rst’ Land Rover 
continues on page 28 and the stunning member restoration of a 
Canadian overlander reaches its � fth part on page 32.

 We are still relying on our antipodean membership to send in 
fair-weather imagery as we struggle to leave winter behind us 
here in the UK, but the events calendar is getting busier already 
and the shows will most de� nitely go on. Not least, the LRSOC 
rally, this year to be held on the island of Anglesey in Wales, and 
for which this is your last chance to book as entries will close at 
the end of April. A booking form is included with this issue. To 
date there have been over 260 worldwide entrants – let’s keep 
that number rising!  Ros Woodham.
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#201: 11 May 2018. (Published: June 2018)
#202: 11 July 2018. (Published: August 2018)
#203: 12 September 2018. (Published: October 2018)
#204: 12 November. (Published: December 2018)
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that if you do not renew your membership when it is due you may not be included in 
the mailing list for Legend and there is no guarantee of the availability of back issues. To 
avoid disappointment please renew on time. Data Protection Act: Members’ Personal 
Details. It is club policy not to release members’ details and you are asked not to contact 
the membership secretary for this information. This magazine is copyright of the Land 
Rover Series One Club Ltd. Apart from free use with acknowledgement by other ALRC 
clubs, it may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior permission. We gratefully 
acknowledge permission from Land Rover Limited to reproduce material for which 
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advice or services. Therefore please take this into consideration before undertaking any 
action a� ecting your vehicle or its safety. If you are unsure of any aspect of the advice 
being given here, please seek a professional second opinion. The Club will not accept 
liability for any loss or injury you su� er as a result thereof. 
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ONE FOUNDED

The three founding members 
of the LRSOC. From left to 
right: Andrew Stevens, Andrew 
Cameron, Derrey Ferdinando. 
Photo: RW.

Yeovil Festival of Transport 1980

“It’s your fault that it all started,” said 
Andrew Stevens with an accusatory 
gesture towards Andrew Cameron, 

“The three of us were at the Yeovil Festival 
of Transport and Andrew said that some-
thing should be done to keep these old 
vehicles on the road.” 

I met LRSOC founders, Andrew Cameron, 
Andrew Stevens and Derrey Ferdinando 
at a seaside cafe on the edge of Exmoor. 
It was immediately clear that these friend-
ships, formed over forty years ago, were as 
well-founded as the Club and I was looking 
forward to hearing some stories. I didn’t 
have to do much prompting.

“Indeed,” agreed Andrew Cameron, “I was 
looking at the wheels on your trailer and 
you started engaging me in conversation!” 
Andrew Cameron had previously bought 
an old Land Rover whose purpose was to 
cart around bits of classic cars for his other 
vintage projects. He began restoring the Land 
Rover instead and loved it. Whilst driving it 
around Taunton in Somerset, he met Der-

Editor, Ros Woodham, meets up with the three founding 
members of the LRSOC 

The original Club logo before its 
name was changed to the Land 
Rover Series One Club
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A selectin of the Club’s newsletter from issue 
#1 to #76 when it fi rst became known as 
‘Legend’. All newsletters can be viewed and 
downloaded from www.lrsoc.com

Early Club grille badges 
showing the logo 
progression 
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A selectin of the Club’s newsletter from issue 
#1 to #76 when it fi rst became known as 



be designated membership No.1! 
“We began the Newsletter which 

was a pathetic single sheet of paper 
typed by me,” said Andrew C. “We 
all knew somebody who knew 
somebody and with those small 
connections we soon had around 
40 members and realised we had to 
start paying postage!” 

“And even at that early stage, 
somebody was advertising for SW 
parts,” added Andrew S who edited 
the � rst 100 issues. He had experi-
ence in producing printed material 
through his work with the Church, 
originally using an Imperial type-
writer that cut out every O on the 
stencils, leaving a black blob - later 
using the BBC B computer and 
dot matrix printers to cut them. “In 
those last issues I was duplicat-
ing around 15,000 sheets, double 
sided. It was a massive job,” he re-

rey Ferdinando who had bought the local 
motorcycle shop’s old Land Rover. They got 
chatting and discovered that they both knew 
things that the other didn’t. Then, when they 
went to the Yeovil show, they met Andrew 
Stevens, the local Parish Priest with his Series 
One with a mobile altar in a trailer. And that’s 
where it all started. “If you decided today to 
start a club that would continue to grow over 
the course of the next 40 years, you’d never 
do it”, remarked Andrew C – and I believe he 
is right. “To sum up the story, you had three 
blokes who didn’t really want to start anything 
but despite our e� orts, it kept going!”

The three founding members of the LR-
SOC never started out with a vision for the 
Club, nor could they have imagined the beast 
that they had spawned that day, admitting 
that it very quickly became ‘a bit of a monster’. 
In order to make the company o�  cial, Andrew 
S became chairman, Derrey became Vice 
Chairman and Andrew C, who admits to shy-
ing away from early Club duties, was happy to 

“We began the Newsletter which 
was a pathetic single sheet of paper 

40 members and realised we had to 

parts,” added Andrew S who edited 

Andrew Cameron driving Derrey’s Station 
Wagon, 40th Anniversary, Wales. Andrew Stevens with his Land 

Rovers at Kilve, Somerset

Stoneaston Park; Andrew Ste-vens hands over a 110 to Chris-tian charity, Tearfund, bought with money raised through an LRSOC raffl  e in which the fi rst prize was an 80in!

LRSOC AGM in the 80s, at the village 
hall in Chewton Mendip, Somerset
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David Bowyer’s off -road course

‘In those last issues I was 
duplicating around 15,000 
sheets, double sided. It 
was a massive job’
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calls. “We always said we’d produce up to six 
issues per year but only ever managed � ve.”

Initially, the name of the Club was ‘The 
Land Rover Register 1952-1958’ (to di� er-
entiate from the existing organisation, ‘The 
Land Rover Register 1947-1951’). Within a 
year the Club was renamed ‘The Land Rover 
Series One Club’ to cover all the � rst ten 
years of production and relaunched with 
the new-look Newsletter in 1981, headed by 
the more familiar LRSOC logo which was 
approved by Land Rover Ltd. and still exists 
today. Before the days of the Internet, the 
membership grew through word of mouth 
and promotional material tucked under 
windscreens at events and rallies. The early 
membership fee was very little; just enough 
to cover postage and costs.

Derrey was in charge of the covers. He 
proudly showed me a copy of issue #76, 
the very � rst publication named ‘Legend’, 
depicting HUE 166 on Glastonbury Tor. “HUE 
was actually at Trentham Gardens in Staf-
fordshire,” he explained, “Glastonbury Tor 
is a separate shot, and the sky was taken in 
Cornwall. I had to cut them all out, feather 
back the emulsion so there was no hard 
edge, put them together, re-photograph it, 
do another print and then spray the shadows 
back in. There was no Photoshop back then.” 
They decided to change the name to ‘Leg-

50th Anniversary Rally at Shugh-
borough Hall, Staff ordshire. The 
photograph was taken by Derrey 
from a hydraulic platform and 
consists of two negatives joined 
together!

Derrey hand-painted the banner 
which was made of ply wood and 
mounted on a timber frame – 
weighing a ton!‘Fortunately, many of 

the police motorcyclists 
happened to be Land 
Rover enthusiasts’

Hand-cut vinyl letters made this 
banner much easier to transport 
but the logo eventurally started 
to creep and wrinkle!
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ABOVE: Rev. Patrick Riley and 
Derrey with the half-scale 
Series One that Patrick 
Riley built. It was later sold 
to the Club. 

LEFT: The model was pow-
ered by a Reliant Robin 
engine and had axles made 
of scaff olding poles. It 
could reach a top speed of 
50mph! Not surprisingly, it 
eventually stopped appear-
ing at rallies as it wasn’t 
possible to get it insured. 

TOP LEFT: The trailer used 
to transport the half-size 
Land Rover used to double 
up as David Carne’s (cur-
rent LRSOC Treasurer) 
‘bedroom’ .

LRSOC



‘Within a year the Club 
was renamed ‘The Land 
Rover Series One Club’ 
to cover all the first ten 
years of production’

end’ because ‘Newsletter’ lacked personality, 
so the new masthead was a manipulated 
typeface done on an old Acorn computer.

The three founding members seemed to 
thoroughly enjoy reminiscing about the early 
years of the Club and had many a story to 
tell from the � rst rallies, prompted by an ex-
tensive collection of photographs and snip-
pets collected over the years. They agreed 
that the biggest LRSOC rally was during the 
50th anniversary year in 1998 at Shugbor-
ough Hall, Sta� ordshire, with an exceptional 
turnout of Series Ones. “It was quite a do!” 
recalled Andrew S who also remembered 
that one member broke down and called the 
AA for assistance. When the AA arrived at 
rally reception he stated he was looking for a 
“green Land Rover”! 

One particularly memorable occasion for 
the founders was in the mid 1980s when a 
huge convoy of Land Rovers converged on 
Battersea Park as part of a protest against 
the proposed sale of Land Rover to Ameri-
can company, General Motors.

A selected group including David Bowyer 
and John Smith in his pre-production model, 

how they did it but the police managed to 
get the tra�  c stopped for the Land Rover 
convoy to cross the Battersea Bridge and 
travel along the embankment to Downing 
Street without interruption. It was quite 
some achievement”. 

On behalf of the membership I’d like to 
thank Derrey, Andrew and Andrew for sow-
ing the tiny seed that has become our trea-
sured LRSOC today. As humbly as they tell 
the story, the amount of work and dedica-
tion it undoubtedly took to nurture, manage 
and maintain all aspects of the Club (willingly 
or otherwise!) is not only admirable but also 
hugely appreciated.  a

Three of a kind. Stunning Station Wagons 
captured by David Bowyer, 

John Smith leads the procession 
to Downing Street in his pre-
production 80in.

JOH 821, headed to Downing Street to 
deliver a petition. Both Derrey and Andrew C 
were among that select group. Fortunately, 
many of the police motorcyclists happened 
to be Land Rover enthusiasts and put ‘Keep 
Land Rover British’ stickers on their motor-
cycles before escorting an allotted number 
of Land Rovers to Downing Street. Andrew 
C recalls, “A Policeman who didn’t know 
what was happening turned up and asked 
who was in charge. There were probably 
about 7 or 800 Land Rovers by this time 
and someone pointed at me and said ‘He’s in 
charge!’ – I’d only gone along for the ride!” 

Derrey recalls, “I don’t know to this day 
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Whitehall

Parliament Square

Battersea Park

Downing Street. Note the ‘Keep 
Land Rover British’ sticker on 
the police motorcycle. 

Around 7-800 Land Rovers 
convoyed towards London 
from all over the country

Mid 1980s; Land Rovers 
converge on Battersea Park 
as part of a protest against 
the proposed sale of Land 
Rover to American company, 
General Motors
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News & Snippets 
over 30 offi  cial members and more than 100 
active informal members.
www.landroverclub.ee
www.facebook.com/estonianlandroverclub
Contact Erik Amann: 
erik.amann@landroverclub.ee
+372 5646 8505
Kristjan Vaarmann
President of ELRk

DVLA: Age Related 
Registrations – Format
DVLA explained that when selecting age-
related registrations for issue to historic 
vehicles, they always take the fi rst date that 
a particular format of registration mark was 
available as the start date for that format, 
even though in period changes tended to be 
phased in across the country due to some 
areas registering more vehicles than others. 
They also reminded us that they work on 
one batch of unissued VRMs at a time and 
are not able to allocate them by area. This 
does mean that they are unable to accept 
our longstanding request that they extend 
the date after which registrations issued will 
consist of numbers before letters.
FBHVC

Obituary George Webb

It is with great sadness that we announce 
the passing away of George Webb on 
Monday 26 February, in the John Radcliff e 
Hospital, Oxford, at the age of 84, after a 
long battle with ill health.

George drove an 80in Series One during 
his National Service as a Gunner and after-
wards as an MT Driver at Bicester Ordnance 
Depot in the 1950s. It was from this time 
that he developed a love for the Land Rover 
marque, which he passed on to Paul. 

He enjoyed helping to restore, repair and 
drive the many Land Rovers Paul owned over 
the years. He will be sadly missed by all.
Winnie and Paul Webb

Estonian Land Rover 
Club (ELRK) 20th 
Anniversary Meet

The largest Estonian Land Rover meeting is be-
ing held on 26-29 July 2018 in Aegviidu, Harju 
parish, Estonia, to celebrate 20 years of ELRK.

The meet will take place in a camp site 
called ‘Aegviidu Puhkebaas, where it is possible 

to sleep in a room or to pitch a tent, and has 
full facilities.

The program includes competitions, games, 
green laning, educational courses, music, prizes, 
a ‘Land Rover’ themed video program and lots 
of other interesting stuff  to see and do. Also, in 
the evenings, an off -road bar will be open. 

Over the years ELRK has grown into one 
of the most established marque specifi c 
motoring clubs in Estonia and we expect 
to see at least 100 cars participating from 
Estonia and abroad. The event is open to all 
enthusiasts of Land Rover, regardless of their 
Land Rover’s year of manufacture, model 
or club, and the variety within the program 
should suit everyone’s tastes.

If you have ever thought of visiting the Baltic 
States, then this summer is the best time to do 
it in your Land Rover. 

The full program of the anniversary event 
and registration can be accessed on the web-
site: https://elrk20.landroverclub.ee

The Estonian Land Rover Club is one of 
the oldest active car clubs in Estonia. In the 
winter of 1998 a group of Land Rover en-
thusiasts in Estonia came up with an idea to 
establish a club to unite the people interest-
ed in the world famous Land Rover marque. 
The club was formed on the 30 April 1998, 
exactly 50 years after the world premiere of 
the fi rst Land Rover vehicle. Today we have 

Suspension 
Components
We have increased our range of NOS and 
reproduction suspension components 
and we now have in stock, 80in bump 
stops, 80in spring and chassis bushes 
and a full range of shackle pins for all 
wheelbases. See shop listing 
for details and prices.
clubshop@lrsoc.com

New Product

NEW!
IN THE 

CLUB
SHOP
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Know your Rep

Dave Wright
Hampshire
davewright@lrsoc.com

I was born and grew up in Malvern, 
Worcestershire and went to a rural gram-
mar school where I met a farmer’s son. 
He taught me to drive when I was twelve 
years old, first on a tractor then a Rover 
P4. As a teenager I spent many a week-
end working on a farm and this included 
driving a Series IIA Land Rover. After my A 
levels, I planned to go to agricultural col-
lege to study for an HND and one of the 
conditions of the course was that you had 
to work on a farm for a year before col-
lege. I worked on the Shropshire/Welsh 
border where the farmer had a Series IIA 
Land Rover fitted with a Perkins 3.3-litre 
diesel and tractor exhaust. It was great 
fun but everyone knew you were coming! 

After six months I bought a 1955 86in 
from the parts manager at a nearby Land 

been working in the industry ever since. I 
moved to Hampshire because of my wife’s 
job and we have been in the same house 
for 29 years and produced three children. 
Growing up in Malvern, I used to go over to 
Eastnor a lot to watch the trials and was a 
member of the Midland Rover Owners club. I 
joined the Hants. & Berks. Land Rover Club a 
couple of years ago and enjoy going to their 
trials and helping out with the marshalling. 

Rover garage. It was then twenty years 
old and cost me £160. He had owned it 
since 1958 and knew the previous two 
owners. In 1977, as I came away from 
the National Rally on Bodmin Moor, the 
speedo clicked over to zero which the 
previous owner believes is the fourth 
time. The picture shows it at college in 
the late seventies. Yes, it is sideways in a 
hockey goalpost! No, I did not put it there 
– about thirty students lifted it in. Yes, it is 
a non-standard colour (Leyland blue and 
staying that way). 

One Christmas the engine dropped a 
valve when crossing into Wales (always 
a dangerous thing to do) so I put in the 
engine out of a Rover P6. That made 
it go nicely until the bulkhead gave up 
the ghost at the beginning of the 80s. I 
now have it stripped right down ready to 
rebuild with a new bulkhead. While on the 
sandwich part of my agricultural course, 
I broke my back and decided to get out 
of farming before I made things worse. I 
took a government sponsored six month 
training course in computers and have 
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9048 James Massie Cheshire 
9049 Bradley  Moffitt  Bedfordshire 
9050 Robert Maylam Kent 
9051 Ewen Stevens AUSTRALIA
9052 Richard Payne Isle of Wight
9053 Christoph Borer SWITZERLAND
9054 Robert Pomphrett Essex 
9055 Travers Nettleton Wiltshire
9056 Michael Simpson USA
9057 Seamus  Cunningham  Surrey 
9058 Alexander Harrison AUSTRALIA
9059 Christoph Simnacher SWITZERLAND
9060 David Roberts Gwynedd
9061 Gordon Smith Kincardineshire
9062 Jason  Akeroyd West Lancashire
9063 Pieter Indemans BELGIUM
9064 Wayne da Silva Surrey
9065 Mark Robinson AUSTRALIA
9066 Marc Brouwer USA
9067 Thomas Clancy Cornwall
9068 David Thurley South Lanarkshire
9069 Alistair Fraser Ayrshire
9070 Bob Finch Hertfordshire
9071 Stephen Rumbelow Cheshire
9072 Andrew Whittaker Lancashire
9073 Christopher Johnson AUSTRALIA
9074 John Plater Sussez
9075 Richard Holmes Essex
9076 John Parker Derbyshire
9077 Adam Chinery Devon
9078 David Potts Kent
9079 Len Vodic AUSTRALIA
9080 Christopher Wilson North Yorkshire
9081 Philip James West Sussex
9082 Gareth Clark Essex 
9083 Gordon Naismith Aberdeenshire
9084 David West Berkshire

9085 Adrian Ridpath Surrey
9086 Julia Whittaker Hampshire
9087 John Mervyn Jones Denbighshire
9088 Charles De Lacherois Day London
9089 Paul Hill West Sussex
9090 Alan Saunders West Yorkshire
9091 David Rounce AUSTRALIA
9092 Carlos Costa PORTUGAL
9093 Claude Pett Surrey
9094 Bernie Coulthard Shropshire
9095 Gert Oskam NETHERLANDS
9096 Matt Goldburn Hampshire
9097 Chris Hawkes Derbyshire
9098 Ralph Morse Essex
9100 Andreas Crosby Cheshire 
9101 Graham Clements Dorset
9102 John Price Shropshire
9103 Alex Gough Gloucestershire
9104 Matthew Whittle South Gloucestershire
9105 Jock Burridge NEW ZEALAND
9106 Daniel Smith Merseyside
9107 Ian Whiting Warwickshire
9108 George Bryson Ayrshire
9109 Alan Bush Suffolk
9110 Jonathan Clayton Dorset
9111 Steve Simpson  Lancashire
9112 Maryrose Polidano MALTA
9113 Washington Pires BRAZIL
9114 Sean Cooper Dorset
9115 Ian Pereira MALAYSIA
9116 Mark Vaux North Yorkshire
9117 Andrew Hurley Surrey
9118 Eirik Johansen NORWAY
9119 Robert Small Shropshire 
9120 keith phillips TASMANIA
9121 Jake Eastham Wiltshire

A warm welcome to the following new members:



A missing 
piece

Jaguar Land Rover, who, 
this year, celebrate the 
70th anniversary of the Land Rover, has just 
revealed it has found a vehicle, missing for 
63 years.

But this is no ordinary vehicle, it is one of the 
company’s launch vehicles shown in 1948 at 
the Amsterdam Motor Show, one of the three 
pre-production Land Rovers that gave the 
world the first glimpse of what would become 
the instantly recognisable Land Rover shape.

Initially this car was built with LHD and 
listed as ‘experimental’ on the logbook but 
later in 1948, it was upgraded with new pro-
duction parts by the engine department and 
converted to its current RHD setup.

For years the whereabouts of this Land 
Rover were  a mystery; it was last on the road 
in the 1960s, after which it spent 20 years 
in a Welsh field before being bought as a 
restoration project.  It then lay languishing, 
unfinished, in a garden. Following its surprise 
discovery just a few miles outside Solihull, 
where the car was first built, the experts at 
Jaguar Land Rover Classic spent months in 
company archives researching its ownership 
history to confirm its provenance. 

The team behind the Land Rover Series 
One Reborn programme, which allows cus-
tomers to own a slice of Land Rover history 
with meticulously restored Series Ones, will 
now embark on their most challenging proj-
ect yet, the year-long mission to preserve this 

prototype and enable it to be driven again. 
Tim Hannig, Jaguar Land Rover clas-

sic director, said: “This Land Rover is an 
irreplaceable piece of automotive history 
and is as historically important as ‘Huey’, the 
first pre-production Land Rover. Beginning 
its sympathetic restoration here at Classic 
Works, where we can ensure it’s put back 
together precisely as it’s meant to be, is a 
fitting way to start Land Rover’s 70th an-
niversary year. There is something charming 
about the fact that exactly 70 years ago this 
vehicle would have been undergoing its final 
adjustments before being prepared for the 
1948 Amsterdam Motor Show launch”.

This vehicle has a lot of special features 
that are unique to the 48 pre-production 
Land Rovers that were produced prior to the 
mass production vehicles, such as thicker 
aluminium alloy body panels, a galvanised 
chassis and a removable rear tub. The patina 
of its components will be preserved, includ-
ing the original Light Green paint applied in 
1948. It has loads of period detail, including 
a 1948 stamped radiator and 70-year-old 
wood packing above the crossmember. 

Previous owners of this historic vehicle are 
being invited to Jaguar Land Rover’s Classic 
Works facility to share their experiences and 
to witness its restoration.
Vicky Turner

Horror Story
Having just got back from Australia, I am 
catching up on my Legends, and I no-
ticed an article in #197 by Jon Kappeyne 
(the Chameleon) on suspension. In a 
previous life I was a truck fitter; shackle 
bushes were a bread and butter job. 
As a general rule, the more worn they 
were the easier they were to get out, 
but never in my life had I seen a shackle 
bush taken out with a disc cutter! The 
enclosed images were what greeted 
me when I did mine on the Land Rover. 
I have to say that it must have been 
done in Africa somewhere and there are 
various non-technical expressions to 
describe them (all non-PC!)
Pip Brown
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AGM Committee Nomination Form
9.30am, Sunday 24 June 2018, LRSOC International Rally, Anglesey Showground, Gwalchmai,  
Holyhead, Anglesey, LL65 4RW. (Please complete in block capitals and blue or black ink).  
Photocopies or scanned copies of this form are acceptable

I nominate Membership No.

of (address)  

  to serve on the committee for the year 2018-19

Proposer M/No.

  Signature

Seconder M/No. 

  Signature

Nominee M/No.

  Signature

Please send completed forms to Chris Wilderspin, Quicken Tree Cottage, The Fence, St. Briavels, Gloucestershire, GL15 6QG to arrive by Friday 15 June 
2018 at the latest. Any other items or motions to be raised should also be sent in writing to Chris Wilderspin to arrive by Friday 15 June 2018 at the latest. 

AGM 2018
The Land Rover Series One 
Club Ltd. 2018 Annual General 
Meeting will be held at 9.30 am 
on Sunday 24 June 2018 at the 
LRSOC International Rally, Angle-
sey Showground, Gwalchmai, 
Holyhead, Anglesey, LL65 4RW.

Election of Officers. The Trea-
surer, Secretary and Committee 
shall be elected at the Annual 
General Meeting and, subject to 
termination of office by resignation 
or otherwise, shall remain in office 
until their successors are appointed 
at the next Annual General Meet-
ing following their appointment. 
The Committee shall have the 
power to co-opt other members as 
they deem necessary. The retiring 
officers and other members of 
the Committee shall be eligible for 
re-election.

Land Rover Series One Club Ltd. – Annual General Meeting 2018

Credit Correction

The “Land Rover Heritage Weekend” article 
published on pages 18-19 of Legend 199 was 
incorrectly credited. It was written by David 
Thorburn and edited by Steve Ringe. Images 
were supplied by Dave Thorburn, Trish Ringe, 
Aaron Taylor, Daryl Glover and Trevor Murphy. 
Please accept our apologies for this misprint.
RW

Q Plate Matters

In addition to the use of Q plates for radi-
cally altered vehicles which do not pass the 
‘Eight Point Rule’, if it is not possible to 
provide satisfactory proof of age for a ve-
hicle or if the history of a vehicle is unclear, 
a Q plate is issued. It has always been the 
policy that any appeal against the issue of 
a Q plate must be made by the registered 
keeper no more than one year after its 
issue. However over a period of time these 
restrictions have been relaxed. 

DVLA have now formally advised that the 
appeal period will be strictly enforced. This 
is partly due to the fact that for some of 
the older issues, there are no records of the 
reasons for the decision which makes their 
review almost impossible. Whilst complete-
ly understanding that situation, FBHVC 
stated that some Q plates were originally 
issued for convenience and keepers may 

now wish to change them. Discussions on 
this aspect continue. 

In reply to a question, DVLA clearly stated 
that after 40 years, a Q plated vehicle is en-
titled to become ‘historic’. The first Q plates 

were issued in 1983, so assuming the current 
rules continue, 2023 will be the first year a 
Q plated vehicle becomes eligible for the 
historic tax class and nil Vehicle Excise Duty.
FBHVC

News

This Edition of Legend marks two major milestones. As you will have seen from the 
front cover, this is the 200th edition of Legend. The fact that our club magazine has 
reached such a point is testament to the hard work that has been put in by the many 
willing volunteers over the years, in both the running of the LRSOC and in produc-
ing the magazine. How times have changed since the first edition of Legend hit the 
doorsteps of the Club’s early members. There is more on that from page 4 within this 
edition. Our Legend remains a key part of the Club’s make up and is a magazine pro-
duced from material by the members for the members. I would like to thank all those 
that have contributed to Legend over the years. Your unique submissions help make 
our club magazine the success it is.  

We are also able to celebrate the 70th Anniversary of the Land Rover. April 2018 
will mark 70 years since the Land Rover was shown to the world at the Amsterdam 
Motor show in 1948. I know some of you are making ready to attend the Amsterdam 
Pilgrimage, an informal trip to visit the former site of the Motor show. I hope you all 
have a very enjoyable time and I’m sure we can all look forward to reading about your 
adventures in a future edition of Legend. 

For those of you who wish to celebrate the 70th Anniversary of the Land Rover 
a little closer to home, why not come along to this year’s LRSOC International Rally. 
As you will be aware this year’s rally will take place over the weekend of 22nd, 23rd 
and 24th of June 2018 and will see us heading over to the Island of Anglesey, a 
place many consider to be the birth place of the Land Rover. As I write this Chair-
man’s Chat, we currently have over 260 entrants that include members from all over 
the world.  We are very lucky to have Dave Mitchell and his team as this year’s rally 
organisers and I know Dave has a very full and fun-packed weekend in store for us all 
with the option of an extended stay for those that want to. Book now to avoid any 
disappointment as booking closes at the end of April.   
Steve Millward

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT



T he 2018 International Rally is fast ap-
proaching and your last chance to enter
by post is included in this edition of

Legend. For those who’ve recently joined us,
the event is being held over the weekend of
22nd to 24th June 2018, going ‘Back to the
Bay’ - Red Wharf Bay, Anglesey, the inspira-
tional home of Maurice Wilks and the Land
Rover. Following on from the last few years
of LRSOC rallies, this event will follow the
same tried and tested format but with a few
special twists and turns along the way.

The Rally site for 2018 will be the Anglesey
Showground which is in the middle of Angle-
sey LL65 4RW. www.angleseyshow.org.uk/

The showground and campsite will open at
midday on Friday 22 June. Entry to the rally
currently includes camping for the Friday 22
June and Saturday 23 June. While there isn’t
any availability for camping prior to Friday
22 June there is the option to stay over on
Sunday 24 June and the following week at
additional cost, for those who wish to make

the rally part of an extended stay. No electric
pitches will be available this year and, as
always, well-behaved pets are most welcome
if accompanied by well-behaved owners!

Dave Mitchell, this year’s event organiser
has been tirelessly working away to ensure a
great time is had by all. He writes...
While I had planned to go to Anglesey a few
weeks ago to catch up with all the people
after the winter months who are providing
time, items, service etc for Back to the
Bay, the snow came, and with it being the
height of the 110 in places, the trips were
postponed.

All the suppliers are looking forward to
meeting you all and are now more Land
Rover / Anglesey history aware.

As I have said before, all the ideas and
plans are in place but cannot be � nished
until we have a better idea of the � nal
number of Series One Land Rovers
and people coming. So if you have not
booked in please do so asap.

Some more news is that Peter Wilford
has been doing a drawing to celebrate the
LRSOC and 70 years of Land Rover and it
goes without saying that, yet again, he has
demonstrated his talent in depicting the
Land Rover Series One with the Thomas
Telford 1826 Menai Suspension Bridge in the
background.

I’m pleased to say that Conwy Land Rover
Centre (North Wales Land Rover Dealer)
have con� rmed they wish to help with the
event and will be at their Showground with
their show unit helping out with the event.
(Those who were on the CHL Weekend a
few years ago will remember them.)

CATERING
We have Cae Gwyn Catering on site over the 
weekend providing our Saturday evening meal 
plus breakfast on Saturday and Sunday, 8am- 
10am. Food will also be available between 
12pm and 4pm on Saturday and Sunday.

‘The Travelling Tavern’ will be providing a
range of drinks etc over the weekend as well.
Dave Mitchell

Anglesey, 22-24 June 2018
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LRSOC Rally

Here’s another view of the line up in Anglesea
35 years ago from Martin Jones. He writes,
‘My recollection was of a very early start from
Bristol to get to Lode Lane. Mum and my wife
Ruth in the back were wrapped up in blankets
and Dad and myself shared the driving. EKG
433 was the third oldest back then but I’m
sure it wont be this time!’

One view of Red Wharf Bay
taken by Dave Mitchell

height of the 110 in places, the trips were

All the suppliers are looking forward to
meeting you all and are now more Land

As I have said before, all the ideas and
plans are in place but cannot be � nished

Dave Mitchell came across this
photo from the late 50’s. He writes,
‘The Massey-Fergusen dealers later
became the North Wales Land
Rover dealer, and in turn, was
where I worked in the 80’s (Then
Heron Tractors).’



Part No. Description Price Current price
330999 Hood Sticks +� ttings £5.17.2 £239.41
331110 Hood plain sides £16.8.0 £375.00
605991 Hand throttle control £3.17.1 £48.00
501453 Front Capstan winch £53.15.8
605968 Dynamo £22.12.0
539593 Front towing & lifting rings £1.14.7
320652/3 Hard top plain with lid £50.19.3
330972 Spare wheel bonnet � xings £1.4.0
540117 Speedo non trip mph £6.9.0
503979 Sun visor exterior £3.2.6
276954 Swivel pin gaiter £2.18.6 £27.00
536689 Thermostat bellows type £1.5.10 £3.25
600466 Tow hook assembly £5.6.6
 Instrument panel £0.11.5 £55.00 

We will be celebrating 70 years of Land Rover this 
year and many of us will be going to Anglesey with 
our vehicles. Therefore, some owners will be think-

ing of a makeover or an extra piece of equipment that might 
be in order for the occasion. No doubt eBay users will be very 
busy bidding for these ‘must have’ parts and accessories.

Just to put things in perspective to as near a founding 
date as possible, I looked back in the pile of papers I got 
with the purchase of my Series One and found an Optional 
Equipment brochure and, lo and behold, a price list. I think 
this list must be from the early ’60s as my vehicle was in the 
armed forces until then.

Anyway, for those of you who cannot identify parts from 
the list, here are some of the more desirable, standard items 
with comparative prices where possible. Happy shopping!

RETAIL THERAPY
Getting ready for the 2018 season
WORDS BERNIE WEBSTER (5561)

Archive



Events & Meets
EVENTS 2018

21-22 April
Amsterdam Pilgrimage 
A gathering for Series Ones to cel-
ebrate the 70th Anniversary of the 
launch of the Land Rover at the 
1948 Amsterdam Motor Show. 
Contact Andrew Cross (details on 
Committee page)

22 April
18th Ripon Spring Classic Car 
& Bike Show & Autojumble
Ripon Racecourse, Borough-
bridge Rd, Ripon, N Yorkshire, 
HG4 1UG. Large autojumble, 
classic cars, trucks, bikes, clubs. 
Admission £7 per adult, child 
£2.50 10am – 4pm 
markwoodwardclassicevents.com

22 April
Bolton Abbey Railway Station 
An informal gathering of Series 
One Land Rovers at Bolton Abbey 
Railway Station, BD23 6AF, part of 
the Embsay Steam Railway. Open 
to arrivals from 10:00. Come and 
go as you please. Bring stu�  to sell, 
and look out for bargains to buy! 
Railway tickets on a “two for the 
price of one” basis. Later in the 
afternoon  groups may leave to 
go green laning in the area – but 
please note, nothing is being organ-
ised formally with regard to this. 

28-29 April
Wagons at the Station 
Lavender Line at Is� eld, East Sus-
sex. A group of Tickfords will line 
up outside the Victorian railway 
station. Di� erent road run route 
from last year. Use of a large � eld 
adjacent to the station (where 
you may camp overnight if you 
wish). Contact perrywood@lrsoc.
com or call 01273 306203

29 April
Scenic Drive, Netherlands 
A joint event for the Minerva 
TT Register and the LRSOC, 
Oisterwijk, Netherlands. A scenic 
drive through Brabant with small 
and unsurfaced roads.
10am for co� ee and cake. Tour 
starts 11am, returning 5pm. Mu-
seum and lunch stops en route 
and a meal together to � nish. 

For more details and booking: 
fam.couwenberg@home.nl 

12-13 May
Gaydon Land Rover Show
British Motor Museum, Banbury 
Road, Gaydon, Warwickshire,
CV35 0BJ. A huge range of mod-
els from 1948 to the present day. 
Vehicle entry £7. Camping £10 
per person in advance. More info: 
www.britishmotormuseum.co.uk 

18-22 May
Land Rover Club of Holland
Event to celebrate the club’s 
30th anniversary. More details 
and booking: www.lrch.30yrs.nl

19 May 
Exmoor Trundle 
Meet at Raleigh’s Cross Inn at 
12.00pm TA23 0LN. A run across 
Exmoor roads and tracks ending 
up at Martin and Annie for BBQ 
(please bring your own food and 
drinks). Please book with Martin:
martinchandler@lrsoc.com. 
This will be limited to 25 places. 

26-27 May
Land Rover Legends Show 
New show at Bicester Heritage, 
Buckingham Road, Bicester, 
OX27 8AL. 
See page 8 in Legend 199 and 
www.landroverlegends.com for 
more information. To display your 
vehicle on the club stand contact 
chrisfarman@lrsoc.com. Discount-
ed advance tickets available for 
club members. Please note: this 
is an active air� eld, dogs are not 
permitted on site, with the excep-
tion of guide/assistance dogs.

27 May
16th Classic Cars in the Park
Hutton-in-the-Forest, near Pen-
rith, Cumbria, CA11 9TH. Historic 
house, gardens and tea room, 2.5 
miles from M6 jun 41. Admis-
sion £7, child £2.50 10am – 4pm 
markwoodwardclassicevents.com

26-28 May
Association of Land Rover 
Clubs National Rally
Stainby, Lincs. 
Concours with lots of prizes.
www.alrc.co.uk 

28 May
33rd Yorkshire Classic Vehicle 
Show & Classic Land Rover 
display
Ripley Castle, Ripley, Harrogate, 
HG3 3EA. Classic cars, bikes, light 
commercials, Land Rovers, show 
arena and trade stands set in the 
stunning Deer Park. Adm adults 
£7, child £2.50 
markwoodwardclassicevents.com

2-3 June
Malvern Land Rover Show & 
4x4 Spares weekend
Three Counties Showground, 
Malvern, WR13 6NW. Club and 
vehicle displays, indoor and 
outdoor trade and autojumble, 
arena plus weekend camping 
from £30 (caravan hook-ups 
available) bar and food court. 
Trade plots available. Adm adults 
from £8.50 (advance). 
www.4x4sparesday.co.uk
To join our club display, contact 
Andrew Cross (details on Com-
mittee page). 

14 June
2nd Midsummer Meander 
Tour of Radnorshire byways: ap-
prox. 18 miles, from the Knighton 
Community Centre (LD7 1DR) 
car park at 6.30pm, � nishing at 
the Fforest Inn, Llan� hangel on 
the A44, west of New Radnor. 
For details or to book a place: 
Colin Pugh: 07974 817954 / 
colin@cwmwhitton.co.uk. 
Or Pat Caine: 07966 387815.

16th-17 June 
Aln Valley Railway Classic Car 
Event 
All members are invited to the  
ever popular Classic Car Event 
at Aln Valley Railway, Alnwick, 
Northumberland 16-17 June 
2018; Come for the weekend or 
just one day. Steam trains on a 
mile of the old Alnmouth Branch 
for the � rst time since closure 
in 1968. Come and � y our � ag 
at this popular event in glorious 
Northumberland. Contact Richard 
Maughan (Member No. 109) 
richard@maughan.myzen.co.uk

16-17 June
Bristol Classic Car Show 

For more info or to display your 
Land Rover on our club stand 
please contact Andrew Cross 
(details on committee page).

17 June
26th Classics in the Park at 
Raby Castle
Staindrop, Co Durham, DL2 3AH. 
Fathers’ Day special; classic cars, 
bikes, trucks, vans, tractors, auto-
jumble and arena set in the deer 
park at Raby Castle, adult £7.50, 
child £2.50, 10am – 4pm 
markwoodwardclassicevents.com
Club stand. To display your 
vehicle, contact Andrew Cross 
(details on Committee page). 

23-24 June
LRSOC International Rally 
Anglesey Showground. Details 
on pages 16-17.

1 July
19th Leighton Hall Classic Car 
& Bike Show
Leighton Hall, Carnforth, Lan-
cashire, LA5 9ST. Large displays 
of classic cars, bikes, commer-
cials, 4x4,s, autojumble and trade 
stands. Adm adult £7.00, child 
£2.50, 10am – 4pm. 
markwoodwardclassicevents.com

7 July
Meet at Malthouse Farm 
TA9 4RG, 2pm
Road Run across Somerset Levels 
return for BBQ (please bring your 
own food and drinks).

15 July
Annual Classic Vehicle Show 
Atwell Wilson Motor Museum, 
Calne, Wiltshire.
The show regularly attracts 
around 250-300 classic vehicles, 
and we hope to put together 
a suitably large special feature 
section to honour the 70th an-
niversaries of both the Jaguar 
XK and of Land Rover.

17-22 July
Norsk Land Rover Klubb 
Annual Landstre�  gathering, 
Laerdal, Norway.
More details and booking: 
www.nlrk.no

Calendar
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22 July
11th Lytham Hall Classic Car & 
Motorcycle Show
Lytham Hall, Ballam Rd, Lytham 
St Annes, Lancs, FY8 4JX, classic 
cars and motorcycles plus club 
display. Georgian grade one listed 
Lytham Hall and parkland. Adm 
adult £7, child £2.50 10am – 4pm 
markwoodwardclassicevents.com

11-12 August
Tortworth Vintage Rally
Wickwar, Gloucestershire, 
GL12 8LF

12 August
27th Classics in the Park at 
Raby Castle
Staindrop, Co Durham, DL2 3AH. 
Classic cars, bikes, trucks, vans, 
tractors, autojumble, arena set in 
the deer park at Raby Castle, adult 
£7.50, child £2.50, 10am – 4pm. 
markwoodwardclassicevents.com

17-19 August
Bal Des Series 2018 
Château de Périgère
63310 MONS (near Vichy)
Registration now open 
on our website: 
www.le-temps-des-series.com 

26 August
19th Ripon Classic Car & Bike 
Show & Autojumble
Ripon Racecourse, North Yorks, 

HG4 1UG. Large autojumble, 
classic cars, bikes, vans, trucks, 
ex-military plus Land Rover 
display, arena and commentary. 
Adm adult £7, child £2.50, 10am 
– 4pm. 
markwoodwardclassicevents.com

1-2 September
International Autojumble 
National Motor Museum, 
Beaulieu. www.beaulieu.co.uk

2 September
Brim� eld Vintage Club
Nr. Ludlow SY8 4LW.
Working day of vintage tractors 
and machinery. To include Land 
Rover activities during the day
and a display area.
01584 875737
www.brim� eldvintageclub.co.uk

9 September
Speech House Vintage Show
Hosted by the Forest Vintage 
Vehicle and Machinery Club in 
the Royal Forest of Dean. Please 
see www.fvvmc.co.uk for further 
details or contact 
jim@jwlrs.co.uk to exhibit.

15-16 September
Stoke Prior Steam Rally
Little Intall Fields Farm, 
Bromsgrove, 
Worcestershire, B60 4LF
All events are open to all makes 

Please send information 
about new events and 
updates for local meets 
to legend@lrsoc.com 

and types of classic and vintage 
vehicles, tractors and machinery. 
Full details and entry forms: 
www.shakespearesrally.com

30 September
Newbury 4x4 & Vintage 
Spares Day
Newbury Showground, Chieveley, 
Berkshire, RG18 9QZ. Largest 
Land Rover autojumble in Europe 
plus added vintage autojumble. 
Indoor and outdoor plots avail-
able. Adm £6.50 10am – 2pm 
www.4x4sparesday.co.uk

6-7 October
Autumn Tractor World & 
Classic Commercial Show
Newbury Showground, Chieveley, 
Berkshire. RG18 9QZ. Indoors 
and out vintage tractor, classic 
truck and machinery show, trade 
stands, Saturday auction sale, 
Sunday classic truck and van drive 
in day and vintage sortout. Adm 
adults from £8.50, 9am – 4pm. 
www.tractorworldshows.co.uk

14 October
Ripon 4x4 & Vintage Spares Day
Ripon Racecourse, Borough-
bridge Rd, Ripon, HG4 1UG. Plots 
available. Adm £4. 9am – 1pm 
www.4x4sparesday.co.uk

28 October
Malvern 4x4 & Vintage 
Spares Day
Wye Halls, Three Counties 
Showground, Malvern, WR13 
6NW. Indoor and outdoor plots 
available, plus classic Land Rover 
display. Adm £6.50, 9am – 2pm 
www.4x4sparesday.co.uk. 

LOCAL MEETS

Cumbria
Trevor Cooper (TDC)
01539435502
Every last Sunday of each 
month Local members meet up 
for a road run, green lane trip or 
attend a rally or event. Loca-
tions vary across Cumbria, North 
Lancs. and into Yorkshire and 
Northumberland. Check forum 
posts for details. Members visit-
ing the area are most welcome 
to join us or make contact. Local 
members not on the Forum 
please phone for info.

Somerset
Martin Chandler 
07921 334811 

martinchandler@lrsoc.com
Edd Jones 
07969 093604 (o�  ce hours)
eddjones@lrsoc.com 
3 March. Somerset and Wilt-
shire area joint pub meet at 
the Queen Victoria Inn, Priddy, 
Wells, Somerset BA5 3BA. 
Meet at 12pm. Food served in 
the pub. All welcome.
22 April. Meet 10am at Maun-
sel Lock Tea Shop, Bankland, 
North Newton, Bridgwater TA7 
0DH for co� ee, road run and 
back for lunch. 

Wilts, Glos and Bristol
07971 034685 / 01380 
818737
andrewjewitt@lrsoc.com
Saturday 5 May
The Millstream, Marden, Devizes, 
Wiltshire SN10  3RH
Saturday 7 July
The Dumb Post, Bremhill, Calne, 
Wiltshire SN11 9JZ
Meet 12 noon, all welcome.

Lancashire
Jon Dobson
07793 420587/01704 
894654
Regular pub meet on the last 
Tuesday of every month from 
8.30pm onwards in the Ship 
Inn at Lathom near Ormskirk.

North Yorkshire
Brendan Llewellin
01653 618632
A meeting open to anyone 
interested in Land Rovers. 
Hoping to organise some 
events and attendances at 
local shows, also green lanes. 
Meetings are at The Buck in 
Thornton le Dale. Last 
Thursday of the month, 8pm

West Midlands
Jim Govier
0121 706 5270 
(after 7:30pm)
jim.govier@icloud.com
Pub Meets at the Navigation 
Inn, Old Warwick Rd, 
Lapworth. Mondays from 8pm:  
5 March, 14 May, 2 July, 
3 September & 5 November
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IN SEARCH OF…

In 1969 I drove a 2-litre diesel SWB Series 
One Land Rover to India and shipped it to 
Sydney, after which I drove and worked 
around NSW before selling it from Bathurst 
to a farmer at a place called Wee Waa. I have 
been trying to locate it Down Under. I have 
serial numbers, registration etc. and have 
emailed a Land Rover club in Australia with-
out luck. I wondered if you or any members 
would have any ideas as to who to contact 
in OZ. I am hoping, eventually, to discover 
that my old Land Rover is alive and well after 
all these years and not decaying on some 
outback station.

The details are as follows;
1957, 2-litre diesel, 88in, canvas-covered. 
Chassis number: 116800254
Engine number: 116800258
Registration number (UK): UCD 564
Registration number (NSW Australia): 
AXE... (cannot recall numbers)

Modifi cations included two fi ve-gallon jerry 
cans attached to front left and right side by 
purpose built frames, and a spare wheel on 
bonnet and further spare wheel at rear. That 
was about it.

The photo is taken in 1958 on my Exmoor 
farm before modifi cations and departure 
overland to India. 

I set off  in October 1969 from Exmoor to 
Dover. The route was as follows:-

Ostend proceeding through Belgium, Ger-
many, Austria, (proceeding through what was 

then Yugoslavia via Adriatic Coast), Greece, 
Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan (through Khyber 
Pass) into Pakistan, India, up into Nepal and 
back into India to Calcutta.

The Land Rover was then shipped via Brit-
ish Indian Steam Navigation Company to Syd-
ney. Eventually arriving (after docking strikes 
in Calcutta) in February 1970.

This may jog the memory of someone,  
somewhere who may have a thread of 
information.
Hugh King

BOTTOM BOX

This photo might be of interest 
to some LRSOC members; 
it all started with the 80in – 
even Pennine Land Rover 
Club’s ‘Bottom Box’!

I have over 250 black and 
white photos from the 1970s 
to the mid 1980s; if any of 
the LRSOC members would 
like me to check my photos 
for them off  roading at Pen-
nine events please email 
with your reg to 
mr.garry.cook@gmail.com
Garry Cook

Thank you for your letters for Legend. 
If you have a question, information 
to share, or just feel like sharing your 
thoughts, please send your letters 
to the editor: legend@lrsoc.com. 
Alternatively, mail them to: 
Ros Woodham, Church Cottage, 
West Down, Ilfracombe EX34 8NQ

P2 OR P3?

In response to “P2 OR P3?” in Letters, page 
17, Legend 199): 

In “Centre Stage” (Legend 197) I wrote “[Ian 
Cox] advised that the proper engine would 
have to be a Rover P2 10HP.” Ian Cox did 
write a letter to High Meadow Farm Rovers, a 
part of which reads, “It is certain that the fi rst 
incarnation of the centre steer was basically 
a Willys Jeep chassis, axles and transfer gear-
box with a Rover P2 “10” engine…”

My research found that there have been 
several theories proposed, as to how many 
Centre Steers were constructed, and which 
engine was used. Many publications do sup-
port the case for the P2:

1) “The fi rst prototypes were powered by 
the 1389cc four cylinder...” (Roger Carr, ‘The 
Night Watchman Comes Back To The Pavil-
lion’, Curbside Classics, 28 Oct 2015).

2) “Power was said to have been provided 
by the Rover 1389cc…” (Pat Ware, ‘A Debt to 

This photo might be of interest 

I have over 250 black and 
white photos from the 1970s 

the LRSOC members would 

for them off  roading at Pen-
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FOUND!

I have just opened Legend 
199 to see a photo of 
my very first Series One, 
LVR 998! From memory I 
bought this Land Rover in 
the late 1980s and have 
been a member of the 
Series One Club ever since 
(445). A polaroid photo of it 
is included. 

LVR attended many Ral-
lies in Southern England, 
once restored, from Devon 
to Bristol to Kent and at-
tended an Anniversary Run 
in Wales with the Club.

I would be pleased for 
Richard Adcock to contact me but I don’t 
know if I have any photos of the Ashton Court 
Rally. There may be some 35mm slides in my 
present roof-space and although it’s a long 
time ago, I’m sure there will be something of 
interest to bring back happy memories.
John Damon 

MERRY MEN

I was very interested to read Michael Spurr’s ar-
ticle on the New Year’s Day Run. He mentioned 
the village of Hathersage in Derbyshire and its 
connection with Robin Hood and Little John. 

Little John is said to have retired to 
Hathersage when his ‘swashbuckling’ days 
were over and the large grave in the church-
yard is said to be his. James Shuttleworth 
who owned the nearby manor, excavated 
the grave in 1784 and found a very large 
femur bone (28.5” long) and took it home 
with him and hung it over his bed. However, 
a series of accidents caused him to return 
it to the local sexton with instructions to 
return it to the grave. 

A longbow and arrows were hung in the 
chancel where they were kept until the 
1970s. The bow was made of yew and was 
6’7” long, its girth was 5” at the centre and 
it required a weight of 160lb at full draw. 
(The average draw weight for a modern 
archer is around 50lb.) The date carved on 
the bow is 1715. It has since disappeared 
and no-one seems to know its where-
abouts. One expert on the history of the 
longbow believes that the bow probably 
dates from the time of the battle of Agin-
court and that its connection with Little 
John is pure conjecture.

Certainly it appears that one Little John, or 
John Little did exist, but there has always been 
the theory that Robin Hood was a fictional 
character. Perhaps we shall never know. 

I know this has little to do with Land Rovers 
but I thought it might be of interest for some 
readers. 
Colin Stephenson (3587)

the Military’, Land Rover Enthusiast, Oct 2003).
3) “They added a 1389cc engine from the 

current Rover” (James Taylor, Original Land-
Rover, 1996).

4) “In a very short time, one of the chassis 
sported a Rover 10 HP 1389cc engine...” (Tony 
Hutchings in the ‘bible’ of early Land-Rover 
history, ‘Land-Rover The Early Years’, 1982)

5) “…a Rover 10 HP engine and modified 
Rover car transmission…” (Tony Hutchings, 
‘Early Workhorse – the Story of the First Land-
Rovers’, Automobile Quarterly, 1981).

I do not have the ability to look at a photo 
of an original Centre Steer undergoing field 
tests, and say which engine was powering it, 
nor do I have Nicholas Wilks as witness to any 
of my research. I cannot state definitively how 
many original Centre Steers were construct-
ed, how many iterations there were, or what 
engines were used. I do recognise that there 
are varying opinions. 

Jim Macri scientifically researched the 
original Centre Steer, and strove to recreate 
it in its purest, original format. He has offered 
the following:

“The central question of which engine 
was used in the original Centre Steer 
prototype Land Rover was in the forefront 
of our decision making process when we 
committed to re-creating this legendary 
vehicle.  It was with interest, therefore, that 
we read the letter “P2 or P3?” (Legend 199).  
The author claims, “There is no evidence 
in factory records, drawings or photo-
graphs to show that a P2 engine was ever 
installed”.  In fact, documentation that a P3 
engine was initially used similarly does not 
exist since there is not a single photograph 
taken under the bonnet of the Centre Steer 
prototype. This has allowed some to ad-
dress this important question on the basis 
of perhaps foggy statements made decades 
ago in the ‘front room’.

Our research on engine choice led us 
to substantial evidence from a variety of pub-
lished authorities (see response of Keith Bar-
rett above). In each case it was clearly stated 
that the original Centre Steer prototype used 
the 1389 cc P2 engine. Further, since the P2 
engine provided relatively underpowered 
performance it was quickly swapped out with 
the P3 engine in subsequent vehicles.

When we committed, in 2014, to re-
create the most accurate representation 
of the original Centre Steer Prototype, we 
based our engine choice on hard, published 
data such as those cited above. It would 
have been far easier to have used the more 
readily available P3 engine but it was not our 
intention to make things simple. We wanted 
to experience in every way the precise 
challenges and complications that Rover 
engineers faced in 1947.  We believe that by 
paying attention to fine details such as using 
the acknowledged underpowered P2 engine 
we have achieved our goal.”
Keith Barrett, Jim Macri

AGE-RELATED REGISTRATION

Following a recent high profile registration 
fraud, DVLA are now taking a very strict 
line on all registration applications. DVLA 
have recently rejected an age-related reg-
istration application for a CKD kit that was 
exported to Australia in the 1950s. 

We have a British Motor Industry 
Heritage Trust certificate that proves that 
chassis No. 57760437 was built at Solihull 
on 7 January 1955. The vehicle was a CKD 
export from the UK in component form 
and assembled in Australia. The date 
quoted relates to the CKD and not the 
finished vehicle. The dealer handling the 
vehicle in Australia was Regent Motors 
Ltd. of Melbourne.

To quote from the DVLA’s letter:-
“As the document supplied states the 

vehicle left the country as a Complete 
Knock Down (CKD) we cannot accept the 
date of build before it was disassembled. 

In order for us to proceed with the 
registration of your vehicle, you must sup-
ply evidence of the date your vehicle was 
reassembled in the country of destination. 
If this information is unavailable, we will 
accept evidence of the first registration 
date in the country of destination. 

If neither of the above instructions are 
met, the only option is to register your ve-
hicle with a Q prefix registration number. 
If this option is chosen, the vehicle will 
need to be sent for an Individual Vehicle 
Approval (IVA) inspection.”

Can any member (especially those in 
Australia) provide me with any documen-
tation relating to assembly dates of CKD 
kits exported to Australia? The vehicle in 
question is currently owned by club mem-
ber, Perry Wood. It’s a lovely LWB with very 
straight bodywork in a faded blue colour. 
It would be a great shame if it can only be 
registered with a Q plate as it would need 
to be taxed and MOT’d every year.
Michael Burn, Registrations Officer
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Club Shop

These green T-shirts 
have a full colour 

image of the Club’s 
cut-away chassis on 

the front and an 
embroidered club 

logo on the right 
arm. They are only 
available from the 

LRSOC and available 
in sizes: S/M/L/XL

Order your T-shirt
from the Club 

Shop or online at
www.lrsoc.com

£13.50
INCL. VAT+P&P (UK)

(£16 TO EUROPE/
REST OF WORLD)

OFFICIAL 
LRSOC 

T-SHIRTS



There were four vehicles at the RDS this 
year belonging to Alex Hynes, Cecil 
Troughan, Trevor Pedlow and Harold 

McMillan. They created a lot of interest and a 
number of enquiries. Inevitably there were the 
usual funny moments from some of the gen-
eral public. In one case the chap told us we had 
put our wheel nuts on the wrong way around, 
on all four vehicles, on every wheel. He was 
convinced until an older gentleman with him 
explained they were reversible. Sometimes it’s 
best not to say anything. In another incident, 
a chap had been having a running row with 
a friend as to whether all Land Rover door 
bottoms were square or sloped on the Series 
One. He was over the moon to see that he was 
right. We were so happy for him. 

The highlight of the show was when a 
mum and dad with a little boy about two 
years old asked – yes actually asked – if they 
could put him behind the wheel. Of course, 
I said. His face was a picture of happiness. 
He sat in the driver’s seat holding on to the 
steering wheel for at least 15-20 minutes with 
a huge smile and a great chuckling laugh. His 
mother explained he has three model Land 
Rovers at home. I reckon he could have quite 
happily sat there all day. A joy to watch, it 
explains why we get such a kick out of our 
Series Ones; we are just kids at heart. a    

RDS CLASSIC CAR SHOW
10-11 March, Dublin, Ireland

HAMPSHIRE  
AUTUMN PICNIC

24 September, Staunton Country Park

T he Hampshire Autumn Picnic took 
place on Sunday 24 September 
at Staunton Country Park in the 

south-east of the county. Seven Land 
Rovers showed up plus a couple of newer 
classics. The weather was once again dry 
and sunny which lead to lots of time to talk 
and admire each-others machines. The only 
disappointment was the cafe there was not 

as good as we hoped. Our next picnic is on 
Sunday 20 May at the Hawk Conservancy 
near Andover. Hopefully we will get some 
members coming from nearby Wiltshire. 
The Hawk Conservancy is well worth a visit 
but also has a restaurant that can be used 
without paying the entry fee. We will meet at 
11am and there will be an optional run from 
Romsey starting at 10am but with bacon 

WORDS AND PICTURES DAVE WRIGHT

rolls available at 9.30am. Please email me 
on davewright@lrsoc.com for more details 
and so I know numbers. For the Hampshire 
Autumn Picnic 2018 we have been invited 
to put on a 70th anniversary display at 
the Alresford Agricultural Show on the 1 
September. This is an all-day event and will 
include a drive around the main ring at some 
point. More details later.  a
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Due to the vast area that Australia cov-
ers, the catchment area for the east of 
Australia is huge.  My aim as LRSOC 

Area Rep for this side of the country is some-
what challenging; however, we needed to get 
something moving forward.

We’d thrown around a few ideas on the Face-
book site (I’m sorry for those who don’t use 
Facebook, I will get my bulk email address book 
sorted soon I hope) to establish where would 
be a suitable place for our � rst social gathering.

As I have already made some good friends lo-
cally with Series Ones, where better than a local 
restaurant? For those of you who haven’t been 
to Australia, ‘pubs’ as we traditionally know 
them in the UK, are very di� erent here, they are 
clubs with so many distractions, it’s very di�  cult 

to focus on something like a meeting. 
A favourite Indian Restaurant was chosen 

and a noti� cation was put out.  Armed with a 
stack of copies of our Club’s magazine, I head-
ed o�  into the unknown. I’d booked a table for 
twelve and we � lled it.  The Land Rovers in the 
car park were a talking point for all.

In attendance were myself, Brendon Ockers, 
Neill Dudley, Neil Brice and his wife Zdenka, Daryl 
Scott, Doug Ross, Chris and Julie Johnson, Dar-
ren and Emma Mann. Some had travelled nearly 
two hours to attend (thank you for your support).  
Membership application forms were handed out 
to non-members and hopefully, they’ll be seeing 
their names in Legend very soon.  

Of course, Series One Land Rovers dominat-
ed the conversation, but it wasn’t long before 
common ground was being found between all 
and new friendships were being struck up. Parts 
were exchanged, information sought and given 
and ideas for some active events discussed.

It’s o�  cial, the Land Rover Series One Club 
now has representation and a future in the 
east of Australia. a

WORDS AND PHOTOS MARK T BOLDRY 

It was about time the 
Land Rover Series One 
Club made its presence 
known here

LRSOC INAUGURAL MEETING  
FOR THE EAST OF AUSTRALIA

10-11 March, Reims, France

WORDS AND PHOTOS DAVE GOVIER 

J im and I went to this year’s Salon Cham-
penois at Reims which was held over 
the week-end of the 10-11 March. This is 

their annual classic car and auto jumble show. 
We had de-cided to do something a bit mad 
and go for the day only. This was because it 
was Mother-ing Sunday on the 11 March, so 
we wanted to be back to take Mom and Maria 
out for a Mothers’ Day lunch.

So it was an early start, leaving Solihull at 
3am Saturday morning in Jim’s 90  to get the 
6.50am chunnel crossing  to France. We ar-
rived at Reims at 11.15am (French time). After 
a visit to the old F1 Circuit at Reims and a 
trip to Carrefour we headed o�  to the Salon 
Champenois. After it had been raining for the 
whole journey to Reims, it had now stopped. 

On arrival,we visited the Les Amis de 
Gueux stand, and afterwards went outside 
heading to where the Land Rover display 
usually is. As we got close, I spotted an 80in. 

What was interesting about it was that it had 
a GWD registration number and I realised 
it was a pre-production model. Standing 
about 15 ft in front of it I spotted its owner 
and said to him, “That was in LRO not so 
long ago”. The owner was Nigel Withers and 
he has owned pre-production No. 17 since 
1974. Nigel seemed somewhat surprised by 
my comment and we told him that we were 
both members of the Series One Club and 
Jim was the Area Rep for the West Midlands. 
We also found two other English Series One 
owners at the Show. We had a really nice talk 
to Nigel about his 80in, and he said that it 
had been restored by the Houben family in 

SALON CHAMPENOIS

Holland. Nigel lives in Limoges and has lived 
in France for 14 years. 

I have to say, the Houbens did a fantas-
tic job, it has not been over restored, and 
looks just lovely. The 1,600cc engine is just 
unbelievably quiet. While we were talking to 
Nigel, French Series One Club member Gilles 
Vanderbee spotted me and came across to 
say hello. Two years ago I took over to Gilles 
a truck cab for his 86in, so it was good to see 
him again. Thanks to Nigel for letting us do 
the geeky thing and have a sit in No. 17. 

It was a lovely show at Reims once again, but 
seeing No. 17 really was the icing on the cake. 
We arrived back in Solihull just before 11pm.  a
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A few weeks prior to this event I had 
been asked if I was able to attend 
and help out on the club stand. Why 

not, I thought! The Sunday of the show soon 
arrived and I was collected by Peter Hughes 
and Andrew Cross. I was informed that the 
Show was smaller than the Lancaster Classic 
Car Show that is held in November and this 
show was in two and a half halls. This doesn’t 
mean that the show wasn’t as good, it was a 
nice show and much easier to get around to 
see stands than at the November Show. Our 
stand was next to the Sporting Bears Dream 
Rides and close to us were other Land Rover 
Clubs including the Series 2 Club and one for 
pre-production Discovery 1s. Series One Club 
member Sue Cummings was on the Series 
2 Club Stand and Charles Whittaker was 
with the Discoverys. Both came over to say 
hi. Elsewhere there was a nice 80in Minerva 
(owned by a club member from Derbyshire) 
and Derek Spooner was there with his lovely 
86in Station Wagon on the All Rover Stand. 
John Halford was also on the All Rover Stand 
and came over to say hi. John used to be a 
regular at the West Midlands area pub meets. 

Although the show was not as large as the 
November Show, it was still very enjoyable. 
The cars being displayed were more ‘normal’ 
and not like some of the really expensive cars 
that are found here in November. We had 

WORDS AND PHOTOS MARK T BOLDRY 

quite a few technical questions to answer 
and some applications for membership on 
the Sunday while I was there. The selection 
of vehicles on the stand made for interest-
ing viewing with a ‘barn � nd’, a part restored 
80in, a fully restored 80in and the 86in 
Oxford Land Rover all attracting a lot of at-
tention over the weekend.  

Chris Wilderspin (Stand Organiser) would 
like to say a big thank you to Peter Gott 
(7710) for bringing KUP50 (1949 barn � nd), 

23-25 March 2018, NEC B’ham

PRACTICAL CLASSIC’S  
CLASSIC CAR & RESTORATION SHOW

WORDS AND PHOTOS DAVE GOVIER
PICTURES DAVE GOVIER, CHRIS WILDERSPIN

Peter Leech (6428) for HSL 439 (1951 part 
restored) and Adam Bennett (8424) for SNX 
891 (Oxford). Along with LVO 706 they made 
a � ne display which attracted many visitors. 
I would also like to thank all the members  
who came along to help out on the stand 
over the three days. a
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AUTOMOTORETRO’  
20181-4 February, Torino, Italy

The � rst Italian 2018 historic event was 
Automotoretro’, held during the � rst 
weekend in February in Turin.

As usual, Land Rover Registro Storico 
Italiano had a stand and this year it was big-
ger than ever due to the 70th Anniversary, as 
well as celebrating its own 10th anniversary. 
Over 70,000 visitors came to the show.

To celebrate the Land Rover story, � ve 
Series vehicles were on display, with three 
Series Ones: my 1948 80in – HUE 222 a 
genuine pre 1500; a very nice restored No-
vember 1949 80in (MY1950)  brought to the 

event  by club member Flavio Valente, and 
the recently re-vived 1955 86in Oxford. We 
were proud to have this iconic vehicle on the 
stand – its � rst time out of England since its 
2017 restoration.

Thanks go to Adam Bennet, the owner, 
who brought it to Italy in person, driving 
Oxford 1,200 km through Belgium, France 
and � nally crossing the Frejus Tunnel and the 
Alps to-ward Turin.

He kindly allowed Oxford to stay here for two 
weeks, which was greatly appreciated by hun-
dreds of Italian enthusiasts visiting the stand.  a

WORDS AND PICTURES PAOLO TURINETTI (356)

Models also leak oil!
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A hardy group of Series One owners 
turned out for the Wagons at The 
Windmill event, from the comfort of 

their homes to the rather more hostile environ-
ment that greeted us outside the Rottingdene 
Windmill. The � rst challenge of the day was to 
see if you could stay on your feet after getting 
out of the Land Rover due to the not insub-
stantial force of the wind. There were welcom-
ing hot drinks available at the café in the car 
park, but there lay the next challenge: to see if 
you could make it the short distance up the hill 
to the windmill without getting blown into the 
next county. If you did manage this, it was not 
far short of a miracle if you still had some drink 
in your cup! Inside we were warmly greeted by 
Perry and Jules who had kindly laid on a large 
selection of pastries for us.

After an interesting tour and talk about the 
windmill, we headed back to the Land Rovers 
to set o�  on the � rst leg of the run. (Did I 
mention it was very windy?) We went along 
the coast and inland slightly, past Blatching-
ton Windmill, which apparently was the scene 
of an extremely romantic proposal for a well-
known couple a few years ago! We headed 
up onto the Downs and stopped in a small car 
park between Fulking Hill and Devil’s Dyke to 
view the surrounding landscape. Continuing 
brie� y up the south side of the South Downs, 
we then proceeded down the north side of 
the South Downs, heading north.

Our next stop was at Clayton Wood Natural 
Burial Ground whose car park we made use 
of and from where we could see, up on the 
Downs, the Jack and Jill Windmills. The run 
continued along some great lanes, the sort 
that Series Ones were made for, until eventu-
ally ending at a pub near Plumpton Racecourse 

WAGONS AT THE WINDMILL
WORDS MARK TESTER 
PICTURES MARK TESTER, 
TONY HUMPHREYS

where we had a meal and Perry presented 
some very prestigious awards; one for the 
furthest travelled to the event and one for 
the vehicle he would most like to take home. 
There was some controversy over the award 
for furthest travelled but Phil and Joy had to 
concede that however many laps of East-
bourne they did on the way to the event, that that 
wasn’t really in the spirit of the award!  a
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WORDS JOHN SMITH

ALL TOGETHER NOW
Part 2  The Search for Britain’s First Land Rover 

DUNSFOLD OPEN WEEKEND
Fast forward 67 years to June 2015, Land 
Rover Register Chairman and Dunsfold 
Collection Trustee, Philip Bashall, persuades 
the owners of thirteen pre-production Land 
Rovers to bring their coveted vehicles to the 
Dunsfold Open Weekend. This provides a 
unique opportunity for owners and enthusi-
asts alike to examine and compare these rare 
historic Land Rovers in detail.

In this grand lineup, these pre-production 
Land Rovers immediately revealed a notice-
able di� erence to the � t of rear body tubs. 
Only two of the pre-production models, L11 
and L17, had a body tub that bolted down 
correctly onto their chassis. Without excep-
tion, all others had wooden packing inserted 
between body tub and chassis, and that 
included HUE 166, R01 — see ‘Full Grille’ 185, 
p9 and p12. Is there an explanation for this? 

The longitudinal chassis rails of pre-pro-
duction Land Rovers are constructed from 
two separate lengths — a front half, and a 

R01 – Note wooden packing between 
rear crossmember and back body. 
Image: Rover Co. John Smith archive 

Pre-production chassis. Note the 
exhaust tailpipe support plate welded 
inside rear crossmember’. 
Image: Rover Co. John Smith archive
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‘Any small misalignment 
here results in a greater 
degree of misalignment 
at the chassis ends. To 
compensate for this, 
most body tubs had 
to be re-aligned using 
wooden packing’

ALL TOGETHER NOW

rear half — welded together mid-way using a 
staggered joint. Any small misalignment here 
results in a greater degree of misalignment 
at the chassis ends. To compensate for this, 
most body tubs had to be re-aligned using 
wooden packing. On L48 the thickness of 
this wooden packing is 7/8” (22 mm)!

A contemporary factory photograph 
shows the rear body of R17 � tted correctly 
from day one — see ‘Land-Rover The Forma-
tive Years’ (LRFY) p67. Then in ‘Motorboat 
and Yachting’, April 1949, there is a rear view 
photo of L11, JOH 821, which also shows no 
wooden packing. On board are a pair of Atco 
boat impellers, known also to be prototypes, 
protruding above the rear body. Fixing holes 
for their cradles still remain in evidence in 
L11’s back body today.

CHASSIS DETAIL
At the Dunsfold Open Weekend, enthusiast 
Tom Pickford then observed a hole in the 
top left corner of the front face of each pre-
production Land Rover’s No. 2 cross member 
— the one beneath the radiator front panel 
— intended to drain surplus zinc after each 
chassis had been galvanised. But there was 
one exception — L11 had no drain hole there.  

At this point, a number of other unique 
features on L11’s chassis began to make sense. 
Pre-production chassis have a small plate 
welded to the top and bottom inner edges of 
the left hand outrigger of the rear cross mem-
ber. This supports the rear exhaust mount — 
see LRFY, p83. On L11, there is no sign of any 
welding ever having taken place here. Instead, 
this mounting plate has been pop-riveted 
in this position, and can be easily explained: 
when the � rst six-inch chassis underwent 
construction, it would not have been known 
exactly where the exhaust system would run 
— entirely understandable, as both the Jeep-
based Centre Steer hybrid, and Rover’s own 
4 ½ inch chassis hybrid, had a straight exit 
tailpipe discharging beyond the rear cross 
member — see LRFY, p40 and p46. 

Land Rovers were 
to have an integral 
drawbar at their rear 
end, together with any 
associated rear PTO 
equipment. This neces-
sitated a curved tailpipe, 
discharging left and 
downwards behind the 
left rear wheel — see 
LRFY p71. Only after this 
� rst six-inch chassis was 
constructed and a Rover 
P3 engine, gearbox, 
etc., installed, would the 
exhaust system layout 
and supporting bracket 
locations be � nally deter-
mined, enabling an initial 
‘trial’ support plate to be 
correctly positioned and 
‘pop-riveted’ into place.

tory was able to drill and tap 1/4 BSF thread 
holes directly into the LH outrigger face to 
accept set bolts for this exhaust bracket up-
date. On thinner 14 swg (2.05mm) chassis, 
distance tubes had to be inserted through 
the LH outrigger to allow long bolts to be 
inserted right through the outrigger to ac-
commodate the update — see ‘Full Grille’ 

146, p13, middle photo (a yellow arrow points 
to this location on L09). Having managed to 
insert a micrometer through the holes in-
tended for the wiring harness, the chassis of 
L11 certainly appears to be 12 swg (2.65mm). 

One � nal point concerning the chassis of 
L11, the lowest PTO mounting hole, located on 
the rear drawbar, doubles as the second hole 
for mounting a towing jaw. This o� sets the jaw 
left of centre. By L03 these holes have already 
become separate items, centralised on the 
chassis. It was now beginning to look as if we 
had a serious candidate for the original ‘pilot 
build’ model — Britain’s � rst Land Rover.

DRAWBAR AND OUTRIGGERS
The LH bulkhead outrigger on L11 is tapped 
and threaded to accept set bolts (Part 
No.215053). This was to update L11 for an 
early ‘production’ exhaust mount bracket 
(part No. 219170). The bracket remained 
in place on L11 until 2008, when it was 
purposely removed to give clearance for a 
return to the original pattern pre-production 
exhaust system. While removing this bracket, 
both set bolts sheared. Their remains still 
protrude from L11’s outrigger to this day. 

Because thicker 12 swg (2.65mm) steel 
had been used for L11’s outriggers, the fac-

Line-up of thirteen !948 Pre-production Land-
Rovers at Dunsfold, 2015. Photo John Smith

Rear of L11 pictured in ‘Motorboat & 
Yachting’, April 1949. Image: Motorboat 
& Yachting, John Smith archive
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longitudinal steering tube’s repositioning to 
the right-hand-side. 

On conversion to RHD, L03 also underwent 
a similar modi� cation, only this time a heavy 
three inch wide plate was welded between 
the battery support plate and chassis, im-
mediately forward of the inner leg. This rein-
forced the battery support while the outer ‘L’ 
leg had its front face cut, top and bottom, and 
then ‘peeled’ forward to give clearance for a 
RHD longitudinal steering tube. 

Had the very � rst Land Rover been RHD, 
this problem would never have occurred, but 
been resolved from day one using the ‘plain 
strip’ production pattern support legs that 
were already being used by R08. — see ‘Full 
Grille’ 51, p 621.  a

BATTERY SUPPORT
Rover intended all new chassis frames to 
be ‘universal’. However, once the battery 
support was added, this was not initially the 
case. It is now clear that the � rst chassis 
built up into an actual Land Rover must have 
been LHD. Battery platform supporting legs 
on L11 are made from ‘L’ angle iron and only 
suitable for a LHD model. 

Rover had already decreed that no ‘used’ 
Land Rover would be ‘sold o� ’ overseas. As 
L11 was used extensively as a ‘show’ model 
in both England and Northern Ireland, by 
the Autumn of 1948 it became necessary 
to convert it from LHD to RHD, if it was to 
be sold o�  in the UK at the end of the year. 
While undergoing this conversion it became 
apparent that a section of both front and 
rear outer battery support ‘L’ legs would 
need to be cut away to accommodate the 

Rear of R17. Image: Rover 
Co. John Smith archive

Pre-production Land Rover undergoing fi eld trials. Note the wooden 
packing between chassis and body. Image: Rover Co. John Smith archive

These thin strip production 
pattern battery support legs 
had replaced the ‘L’ legs by 
R08. Image: Rover Co. John 
Smith archive
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WE NEEDED 
A PROJECT

Part 5

Sixty-eight years after embarking on a round-the-world 
trip, the restoration of this tough little 80in continues Time � ies when you are working on a 

Land Rover! We have been very busy 
since the last article was written. The 

order for which we have done this build 
has us in a great position now for moving 
ahead quickly. When we � rst got the Land 
Rover in October 2016, we decided to do 
the messy chassis and body work outside 
in the summer months. This allowed us the 
time to do the motor and transmission and 
all the small bits and pieces inside and have 
them ready and waiting. As you have seen in 

the last Legend, we had installed the engine 
and transmission into the chassis. Now it has 
been full speed ahead with bolting on parts 
that we had already stripped down, cleaned 
and rebuilt. Things are moving quickly.

Now that the engine and transmission are 
installed, we were excited to start making 
this project look like more than a pile of 
parts. The � rst thing was to put the previ-

ously rebuilt prop shafts in place. Of course in 
doing so we found that with the new springs 
� tted,  the backend was sitting high and the 
rear prop shaft would not line up properly. 
So it was time to install the axle straps. With 
these in place everything lined up very nicely 
and we were able to continue. Next we put 
on the bulkhead. Happily it only took a bit of 
persuasion in a few places to get all the bolts 
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‘The fuel tank had holes 
in it that needed to be 
addressed and it was 
completely full of rust’

with these substantial pieces in place, we 
were amazed at its size. You have to remem-
ber that my father and I have never even sat 
in one of these before. Considering we are 
both 6 ft tall and I am on the more robust 
side than he is, I’m not sure if there will be 
room between us on the middle seat for 
even my youngest son. That’s ok, it will help 
us stay warm!

So Dad continued on with � nishing the 
box and I started installing the wiring harness 
into the bulkhead. For a simple vehicle there 
sure does seem to be a lot of wires running 
around. The biggest issue I have is remem-
bering that this is a positive ground system. 
That’s not a big deal really. However I am a 
Hydro Lineman that works on the wires that 
feed your house and businesses. That entire 
system is negative ground. I have to remind 

in place with the proper spacers and there 
she was. Since we didn’t take the engine out 
of this project,it has been a bit of a surprise at 
how close and tight things are on this vehicle. 
Makes it challenging when you have big hands 
reaching into some of these small spaces!

Since the box was o� , it would be a good 
time to put the exhaust on. So another 
trip down to 3 Brothers Classic Rovers and 
another box of bits and pieces and some 
twisted pipe was collected. The exhaust 
installation went well, however we had an 
issue with the manifold having an unseen 
crack until we tightened the � ange. So the 
manifold was removed, repairs made and we 
were able to carry on.

Dad was anxious to � nish the rivets for the 
capping on the box. So what better place 
to work on the box than to install it in the 
frame? With a little bit of wiggle and jiggle, 
slide and push, the box went on nicely. It was 
at this point, with the box and the bulkhead 
both in place, that Dad and I started to realise 
the true size of an 80in. Without the box it 
looked like a reasonable sized vehicle. Now 

Air conditioning by damp cuss cuss matting - 
India 1952. Image: Warren and Douglas Wilkins
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myself every now and then so we don’t have 
any issues when it is time to connect a bat-
tery and test what I have been up to. Fortu-
nately I was able to obtain a blown up, colour 
coded wiring diagram that I refer to a lot.

The next step in this big puzzle was the 
windscreen. Unfortunately the glass on both 
sides was broken. So we did a full disas-
sembly and only two screws broke o� . We 
removed the tra�  cator switch and the 
Smiths clock/mirror. Then when pulling the 
old wiring out we put in some pulling wire to 
help down the line when we were rewiring 
the frame. Dad took the taped up pane of 
glass to a local glass repair shop where they 
were able to ascertain right away that it was 
old. The more experienced fellow in the shop 
said he could grind us up two new ones in 
about a week s time and for a price we felt 
was very fair. We then started to look at the 
radiator. Yep this one had de� nitely been 
around the world. According to the date, it 
was the original and it was more capable of 
straining water than holding any. O�  Dad 
went to a radiator shop to have them take a 
look and see what they would say. The young 
fellows in the shop took one look at it and 
came to the same conclusion as the glass 
guys, yep it was old. The young guys said that 
Dad would have to talk with the more experi-
enced fellow about this job. That fellow came 
out and said, “Wow that’s old!” and that he 
hadn’t worked on anything like that in some 
time. I starting to see a pattern with this Land 
Rover vehicle of ours: it’s old! The fellow said 
he would check it out and come up with a 
solution and give us a call in a week.

With those things o�  getting taken care of, 
we kept working away in the shop. I rebuilt 
the wiper motor and discovered that it runs 
very well without the 50 year old grease in 
it. Dad was kept busy doing � ddly little jobs 
that take lots of time but don’t show much 

ered on the inside of the vent when we were 
disassembling everything was a copper tube. 
It went from one side to the other and had 
evenly spaced holes pointing down when the 
vent was open. The son of one of the broth-
ers who made the trip told me that it was 
an air conditioning system that was devised 
when they were in some very hot areas. He 
sent me a picture showing the vent open 
with a crisscross woven mat going across the 
opening. Water came out of the copper tube 
and kept the mat damp and cooled the air 
as it went through while driving, giving some 
relief from the heat. Very clever, yes it was 
cleaned up and re installed.

By this time we had heard back from the 
Radiator shop. Unfortunately the only rea-
sonable course of action was a recore. Also it 
wasn’t cheap. However with this being done 
we are sure that we will get the best cooling 
from that rad for a long time of enjoyment. 

when complete. We then got a call that the 
glass was done. Great, Dad went down and 
picked it up. We laid everything out and Dad 
had everything prepped for the reassembly 
including the dish soap. We worked away 
at it carefully trying to get everything back 
the way it should be. It was all together and 
looking good. I then checked to see if there 
was the appropriate clearance to allow the 
windshield wiper shaft to � t through under 
the glass. The one side was � ne the other 
just a hair low. In trying to move it up that 
last little bit I discovered the golden rule 
about glass. Glass and steel screwdrivers 
don’t get along. In trying to pry it up, the glass 
cracked. Fortunately for us the fellow at the 
glass shop made another one up pretty fast 
and we were able to get it installed without 
incident. We installed the windshield on the 
bulkhead and it’s looking more and more like 
it should every day. Something we discov-
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what I have been able to see, it is a fuel tank 
from a 1954-1958 Land Rover. As that is how 
we got it, then that is how we will be leaving 
it. After a nice paint job, the tank was then 
installed and it � ts like a glove.

The rad came back and looked fantastic. 
So Dad went about mounting up the front 

‘For a simple vehicle 
there sure does seem 
to be a lot of wires 
running around’

The go ahead was given and we moved to 
the next job that needed doing. This was the 
fuel tank. It had holes in it that needed to 
be addressed and it was completely full of 
rust. I cut the one side completely out of the 
tank as it had several rusted through holes 
and it would be easier to just make up one 
new panel to weld back in. The tank was 
sand blasted and the smaller holes repaired. 
Then the panel welded back in place and a 
very good fuel tank seal was used to prevent 
any rust for many years to come. Now when 
we were doing the frame, it was discovered 
that the front fuel tank outrigger was in the 
wrong place. It had been moved about four 
inches forward. That is when, in comparing it 
to another 80in, we discovered the di� er-
ence in the size of tank. Also the seat box 
had been changed to accommodate it. From 

and rear shrouds. While he was doing that, 
I attended to the headlight re� ectors. They 
had gone very dim and dull and had mostly 
copper showing through. I used a silver gild-
ing and it brought them back quite nicely 
without going crazy on a re chroming job. 
Once Dad was done, I installed the wiring 
harness in the assembly and proceded to 
install and wire in the headlights. I hooked 
up a battery and everything worked just � ne. 
I must say it is easier working on the wires 
I work on at my job! They are much bigger 
which makes it easier for my big hands.

At this stage we have put in another order 
at 3 Brothers Classic Rovers for more parts to 
keep us moving forward. This is also the stage 
where more and more of the jobs are the � d-
dly ones that take lots of time and it does not 
appear that you have done anything. However 
we are making great progress and are very 
pleased with how things are going and what 
we are learning. Thank you to all who are 
helping. This has been a great project.

If you have any questions or comments 
you can message me on the LRSOC forum 
my name there is ATW. a
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‘The fuel tank had holes 
in it that needed to be 
addressed and it was 
completely full of rust’

with these substantial pieces in place, we 
were amazed at its size. You have to remem-
ber that my father and I have never even sat 
in one of these before. Considering we are 
both 6 ft tall and I am on the more robust 
side than he is, I’m not sure if there will be 
room between us on the middle seat for 
even my youngest son. That’s ok, it will help 
us stay warm!

So Dad continued on with � nishing the 
box and I started installing the wiring harness 
into the bulkhead. For a simple vehicle there 
sure does seem to be a lot of wires running 
around. The biggest issue I have is remem-
bering that this is a positive ground system. 
That’s not a big deal really. However I am a 
Hydro Lineman that works on the wires that 
feed your house and businesses. That entire 
system is negative ground. I have to remind 

in place with the proper spacers and there 
she was. Since we didn’t take the engine out 
of this project,it has been a bit of a surprise at 
how close and tight things are on this vehicle. 
Makes it challenging when you have big hands 
reaching into some of these small spaces!

Since the box was o� , it would be a good 
time to put the exhaust on. So another 
trip down to 3 Brothers Classic Rovers and 
another box of bits and pieces and some 
twisted pipe was collected. The exhaust 
installation went well, however we had an 
issue with the manifold having an unseen 
crack until we tightened the � ange. So the 
manifold was removed, repairs made and we 
were able to carry on.

Dad was anxious to � nish the rivets for the 
capping on the box. So what better place 
to work on the box than to install it in the 
frame? With a little bit of wiggle and jiggle, 
slide and push, the box went on nicely. It was 
at this point, with the box and the bulkhead 
both in place, that Dad and I started to realise 
the true size of an 80in. Without the box it 
looked like a reasonable sized vehicle. Now 

Air conditioning by damp cuscus matting - India 
1952. Image: Warren and Douglas Wilkins
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PICTURES PAUL FURKERT, GRAEME MARTIN, KEVIN ISEMONGER, 
LEON ZWETSLOOT, PETER PROSEE, STEVE STANT

Each year Series One Land Rover owners from across New Zealand’s North Island 
converge for an extended weekend rally, coordinated by Leon Zwetsloot

A s per usual, the approach to this 
annual rally weekend is to try and 
meet somewhere in the middle of 

the island, to make it easier for everyone to 
attend. However last year we headed to the 
South Island (see articles in Legends 197, 
198 and 199), and unfortunately many of the 
‘northern’ regulars decided this was too far 
for them to come. So this year it was decided 
to base the rally in the top half of the island, 
to entice our missing friends back into the 
fold. Thus Leon decreed that Rotorua was to 
be our rally base. The usual plan is for people 
to make their way to the base on the Friday, 
spend two days exploring the local area, 
then return home on the Monday. However 
for the ‘southerners’ like myself, we decided 
that rather than drive 300 miles up the busy 
State Highway 1 (to Rotorua) on the Friday, 
we’d take the less travelled route up the east 
coast, and then head back west via the Ure-
wera Rainforest. This necessitated leaving 
on the Thursday and overnighting at Wairoa 
(only 250 miles on less busy roads), before 

tackling the 150 mile iconic rainforest route 
through to Rotorua, where we would meet 
up with the rest of the gang.

There were six vehicles on the Thursday 
leg, Leon Zwetsloot (Upper Hutt - 1958 
88in with Dennis Barraud as passenger), 
Burt Millman (Lower Hutt - 1955 86in), 
Steve Stant (Kapiti – 1952 80in), Philip and 
Gillian Avery (Whanganui – 1948 80in), 
Allen Hosking (Taupo – 1949 80in with 
Kevin Isemonger as passenger) and myself 
(Carterton – 1949 80in). Leon was going to 
leave home at 9.30am, and had arranged to 
meet Steve and Philip at 11am at Woodville 
and Allen was joining us north of Napier. 
Google Maps says that it takes 90 minutes 
to drive a modern car from Leon’s house 
to Woodville, over the Rimutaka Hill, so it 
sounded like Leon was planning on some 
fast driving. I have regulation size 600x16 
tyres on 49LAND and normally cruise at 
between 45-50 mph, so suggested to Leon 
that rather than waiting for him to come 
through Carterton (and then thrashing my 

engine to try and keep up with him), I’d 
meet him at Woodville at 11. This turned 
out to be a good call.

I arrived at Woodville at about 10.45am 
and was soon joined by Philip and Gillian. 
By 11.20am there was still no sign of the 
others. We rang Leon, to discover he was 
still half an hour away, so decided to push 
on towards the scheduled lunch stop at 
the Maraekakaho war memorial. Just as we 
were leaving, Steve arrived, but decided to 
take a break and wait for Leon. At Maraeka-
kaho we had a very pleasant lunch under 
the shady trees (it was sunny and 30°C – 
hence I was travelling top-down with the 
canvas stored in the back), and then called 
Leon only to discover he had also stopped 
for lunch, more than an hour behind us on 
the road! We pushed on, skirting Hastings 
and Napier and after stopping to admire 
the Mohaka Viaduct, arrived at the Wairoa 
campground shortly after 4pm. Allen had 
arrived about 20 minutes before us, and 
was just � nishing putting up his tent when 

THE 1,000-MILE 
GARAGE RAID
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Photo lineup, Arapuni

we arrived – he had trailered his 80in to 
Napier and driven from there. After pitching 
my tent near Allen’s, everyone else was 
staying in cabins, we cracked open a cold 
beer as it was still sunny and very hot. Half 
way through our beer, Leon, Steve and Burt 
rolled in and were subject to many jibes 
about timekeeping and the like. Once every-
one was settled in, we strolled into town for 
some takeaway pizzas and more beer - Tui 
Ridge, the camp at Rotorua for the rest of 
the trip, is run by the Seventh Day Adventist 
church and has a no alcohol policy – so this 
was going to be the only chance to relax 
over a cold beer!

The next morning was � ne and sunny 
again, so with the top still down on 49LAND, 
we headed out onto the Urewera Rainfor-
est Route. This route, including 60 miles of 
narrow gravel road, is considered one of the 
most iconic roads in North Island, because of 
its inaccessibility and the dramatic land-
scapes it passes through. The main highlight 
is Lake Waikaremoana, but before we 

reached this, we had to pass three hydro-
electric power stations – all constructed in 
the 1930s. We stopped at the � rst, Piripaua 
for a photo shot in front of the art deco style 
power house. While there, we got chatting 
to a maintenance engineer who told us of 
an old service road that would take us up 
to the next station at Tuai. After winding 
through the magni� cent native bush on a 
narrow gravel track, suddenly Tuai (and Lake 
Whakamarino) came into view. Seemingly in 
the middle of nowhere, the village was built 
to house the power station sta�  in the ’30s 
and to us it seemed like a fairy tale village in 
the middle of a forest. There were perhaps 
50 houses, a village hall, church, tennis court, 
bowling green and rugby ground clustered 
around the end of the lake, with the large 
art deco powerhouse overlooking the vil-
lage at the other end of the lake – all the 
while framed by towering tracts of native 
forest. After Tuai we continued climbing 
and eventually reached the majestic Lake 
Waikaremoana. After a brief stop at Home 

‘The village was built to 
house the power station 
staff in the ’30s and to 
us it seemed like a fairy 
tale village in the middle 
of a forest’

Bay, we continued to the Hopuruahine Land-
ing for lunch. After lunch we left the lake and 
passed lots more native bush, interspersed 
with the odd marae (Maori Meeting Ground – 
Ed) and wandering stock as we headed down 
towards Rotorua. This section of gravel road 
had some vicious potholes, some of which 
seemed to be strategically aligned to ensure 
you couldn’t avoid them. At some spots I had 
to slam on my brakes and almost come to a 
stop to avoid crashing through them. Steve 
later reported that he hit one set at speed, 
heard a bang as the wheels dropped into the 
holes, then another bang as his axles hit the 
bump stops, and then a third bang as all the 
luggage in the back of his vehicle rose o�  the 
� oor and crashed back down again! Allen also 
found out that evening that  he had a broken 
leaf on one of his springs – no doubt caused 
by one of the pot holes. Eventually we got 
back to the tar seal, and after buying supplies 
and petrol in Rotorua arrived at the camp 
by about 6pm.

Most of the ‘northerners' were already 
at the campground: Trevor & Jan Collins 
(Tauranga – 1956 86in station wagon), 
Adam & Angela Plimmer plus their four boys 
(Hamilton – 1956 86in), John & Penny Hickey 
(Auckland – 1956 107 station wagon), Harvey 
Visagie & Taya (Hamilton – 1956 � atdeck), 
Peter & Pauline Prosee (Auckland - 1953 
80in), Graeme Martin (Whitianga – 1949 
80in with Rob France as passenger), Jake 
Olli�  & Connie Gregory (Auckand – Jake 
is Trevor & Jan’s grandson and was driv-
ing Trevor’s 1953 80in), Cameron Craigie 
(Hamilton – 1955 107in with his father Steve 
as passenger). After a BBQ dinner, Leon 

Lake Waikaremoana
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explained the agenda for the next day – we 
were going to visit the garages of a number 
of locals known to have Series Ones.

The � rst call the next morning was 
Mamuku 4WD, where Marcel, the owner, not 
only runs a Land Rover repair business, but 
also has a number of old vehicles that he 
has rescued and which are awaiting repair/
recommissioning, including a 1949 80in, a 
107 SW and a couple of Series IIB forward 
controls. We then went to the very scenic 
Okere Falls for lunch before there was a brief 
stop at John Mackintosh’s to see his partially 
restored 86in, before visiting Cli�  Cairn’s 
collection. Cli�  has plans to one day start up 
a Series One museum, and has spent many 
years collecting Series Ones o�  local farms – 
he said at one point he had 35 Series Ones. 
It was truly an eclectic collection, quite a few 
had been completely dismantled (into a big 
shed), whereas others were scattered around 
outside the shed in various states of decline. 
It was then onto Lex Green’s farm to see his 
1948 80in. This is a very early vehicle (chassis 
number 700 and something), and has sat 
in the same spot in a shed for many years. 

Philip had seen this vehicle 20 years ago, and 
commented that the only change was that 
the grass hiding the vehicle was now higher! 
The vehicle’s bodywork was very straight, but 
it has a seized Holden engine and rover di� s 
in it; however after a bit of hunting in another 
shed, Lex showed us the original engine (in 
bits), long nose di� s and other sundry original 
bits that had been taken o�  the vehicle 30+ 
years ago.

By this time it was late afternoon and 
we headed back towards Rotorua. I had a 
couple of passengers with me in 49LAND, 
Dale and Sarah Drinnon, friends of the 
Plimmers, were on holiday from the UK, and 
had come for a day out (Dale is a motoring 
writer and I think he sensed the possibility 
of an article). 49LAND was still topless, and 
I had stripped it down even further, leaving 

the tilt, hood sticks and side-screens at the 
camp. Unfortunately on the way home a dark 
cloud appeared (prior to that it had been 
another lovely sunny day) and soon it started 
to spit with rain. I asked Dale and Sarah if 
they wanted to jump in with someone else 
(someone whose vehicle had a roof), but 
they good naturedly said they were “in for 
a penny, in for a pound” – and anyway as I 
assured them, so long as we kept driving 
above 30 mph most of the rain would simply 
go over the top. The rain started to get a bit 
heavier and then Leon, who we were follow-
ing, stopped. He came back to us and asked 
if we were alright – to which we said we 
were okay until he stopped and now we were 
getting wet! However after another couple of 
minutes it got darker, and then the heavens 
opened and it absolutely poured down. I 
was concentrating hard to keep following 
Leon (who was going at a fair speed in the 
hope that this would help some of the rain 
to “go over the top”), whilst Dale (who was 
sitting in the middle) used his hand to wipe 
the water o�  the inside of the windscreen 

Jon Gott’s shed

Hopuruahine Landing, Lake Waikaremoana

Mamuku 4WD
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for me, and Sarah sitting in the passenger 
seat couldn’t see much (49LAND only has a 
single (factory � tted) windscreen wiper), but 
every time we came to a bend she gripped 
the grab rail with both hands and hoped that 
I had everything under control! After about 5 
minutes of this we got back into � ne weather 
again, although we were all soaked to the 
bone. Luckily Dale had managed to put his 
expensive camera in a plastic shopping bag 
and at least it stayed dry. After a short detour 
to pick up some � sh and chips, we hurried 
back to Tui Ridge in search of a warm shower 
and some dry clothes. Looking back, that bit 
of the drive makes for a good story, but at 
the time it wasn’t much fun - especially for 
my passengers.

The next day was � ne again, so 49LAND’s 
top stayed o�  as we headed o�  through the 
Mamaku forest toward Tokoroa and another 
“garage raid”. Jon Gott’s collection was a 
complete contrast to Cli� ’s, with about a 
dozen Series Ones neatly lined up in a spe-
cially built shed. There was a fully restored 
86in soft top and the rest were all complete 
but awaiting attention. We then headed for 
lunch at the Putaruru Timber Museum before 
returning home via the Awapuni Hydroelec-
tric dam over the Waikato River. We stopped 
to look at the swing bridge erected in the 
1920’s to give workers access to the dam and 
powerhouse and lined the Land Rovers up 
for a photo shoot. We then drove to look at 
the dam itself where there was an ice cream 
vendor who asked if we could line the ve-
hicles up for him to photograph. We obliged, 
and having done exactly the same thing 10 
minutes previously, it didn’t take long to line 
everyone up neatly. Then we had a longish 
drive back to camp, stopping in Rotorua for 
dinner and arriving back about 9pm.

As always, Monday morning saw everyone 
saying their goodbyes and then Allen and I 
headed o�  together back towards Napier 
whereas the rest of the southern crew were 
heading home via National Park. We stopped 
at Allen’s house for lunch, where he left his 

80in in the garage and jumped in with me 
for the drive back to Napier to pick up his car 
and trailer. We left Taupo at 2pm, were in 
Napier by 4pm and I eventually got home just 
before 9pm – feeling quite tired after nine 
hours on the road that day, but with a feeling 
of elation that I was safely home, had put 
another 1000 miles on 49LAND’s odom-
eter, and had done the entire rally topless 
- something I’d never managed before. The 
only regret was that I had never needed to 
use low range - usually some of our explora-
tions necessitate utilising our vehicles 4WD 
capabilities. However I have a sneaky plan to 
remedy this for our next rally to be held in 
March 2019 in the Wairarapa where I have 
lived for the last 20 years. I will be drawing up 
the weekend’s itinerary and, using my local 
knowledge, can promise everyone that we’ll 
be going to places they will never have been 
before, and that, although suitable for any 
Series One, we’ll de� nitely need to get into 
low range at times! And of course everyone 
will be welcome, so long as they are driving, 
or passenger in, a Series One. a

‘I assured them that so long as we 
kept driving above 30 mph most of 
the rain would simply go over the top’

Cliff  Cairns

Tuai Powerhouse

Putaruru Timber museum
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In early March 1948, assembly of the � rst 
pre-production Land Rovers was well 
under way. The go-ahead had been given 

to build 50 vehicles. Rover had hoped to 
have “Britain’s Most Versatile Vehicle” ready 
for the � rst signi� cant post-war show, the 
prestigious Geneva Auto Show. But the � ne 
tuning was still taking place and no vehicles 
were ready; the unveiling to the public would 
have to wait several more weeks.

11 March 1948 - R01 Dispatched to Ex-
perimental Department, Rover Company.

11-21 March - “18th Salon International: 
Automobile, Moto, Cycle” in Geneva (no 
Land Rovers were ready to send)

15 March - R02 Dispatched In to control 
of Ralph Nash.

23 March - Rover Company directors 
inspected the � rst two pre-pros.

1 April - “Farm Implement and Machinery” 
reported on a Birmingham motor � rm 
“Jeep-plough”.

19 April - Rover Sales Manager A.O. Hollick 
sent a letter to all Rover dealers.

20 April - Press release in the Times an-
nouncing the new Land Rover.

21 April - Welder L05 photographed, back 
from Lincoln, all ready for Amsterdam

27 April - L03 and L07 Dispatched In (in 
time for Amsterdam); R04 Dispatched In, 
also.

28 April - Welder L05, Fire Appliance 
R06, and R08 all Dispatched In.

28 April - Article published in “The Motor”.

28 April - L05 and L07 left for Amster-
dam.

30 April - “A Maid-of-all-Work for the 
Farmer” published in Commercial Motor.

30 April - “An All-purpose Rover” pub-
lished in The Autocar.

30 April - L03 Dispatched to Ernie Bea-
con, and started the drive to Amsterdam.

30 April-9 May - Land Rover premieres 
at “RAI Automobiel Tentoonstelling” 
Amsterdam.

A glance back to Land Rover’s 
beginnings in March and April 1948

70 YEARS AGO70 YEARS AGO70 YEARS AGO

Poster for the Amsterdam Show

R01 had been Despatched Out to the 
Experimental Department, was being tested 
“in anger”, and was performing well. Ralph 
Nash, head of the Experimental Dept., had 
taken R02 under his wing. It would be used 
for testing, and for demonstrations for the 
press. (Nash would later have Tickford con-
vert R02 into a station wagon.)

Word was getting out. On 1 April “Farm 
Implement and Machinery Review” reported 
on an article in an evening newspaper: 
“‘Jeep-plough’, the product of a Birmingham 
motor � rm, that can do 50 miles per hour on 
the road, and then be turned into the � eld 
and ‘used as a plough’. It is even said that the 
farmer can use it for a ‘normal-type car’”. 
The writer at Farm Implement continued, 
possibly with some scepticism: “We should 
love to see a farmer riding at 50 miles per 
hour on a plough”. What was this all about? It 
was time to spread the word. 

The motoring press were shown this 
new “Go Anywhere/Do Anything” vehicle. 
The writers at The Motor, The Autocar, and 
Commercial Motor were given an opportu-
nity to test this ‘plough’ and were suitably 
impressed. It had not been an April Fool’s 
joke; this new ‘Land Rover’ could indeed 
both plough the land and take the farmer 
from � eld to market at 50 mph, even a 
little faster! (Copies of some of these 
publications are available at LRSOC.com 
“Articles”.) Rover Sales Manager A.O. Hollick 
sent an announcement to “All dealers and 
retail dealers”. The letter, dated 19 April 
1948, stated, “The Land Rover, a new and 
most interesting vehicle, which will be on 
view for the � rst time at the Amsterdam 
Motor Show”. It also listed that the vehicle 
was approved for display at the Belfast, Car-
di� , Inverness, and York Agricultural Shows, 
at the Commercial Exhibition at Earls Court, 
and “would be available for inspection in 
our showrooms, Devonshire House, Pic-
cadilly, London, W1”. Hollick further advised, 
“Production is planned to commence during 
June, but owing to the controlled material 
position and the need to export, it seems 
we may not be able to supply more than 
one Land Rover to your Distribution during 
this calendar year.” The assembly lines were 

not yet up to full production.
By 28 April 1948, pre-production vehicles 

One through Eight were all Dispatched In. It 
was time for the Debut. Initial plans had been 
to send two vehicles to the inaugural unveil-
ing. On 28 April, Arthur Goddard and Johnny 
Cullen drove L05 (Welder) and L07 to Sou-
thend, from whence they (and the vehicles) 
� ew to Amsterdam. Another LHD vehicle, 
L03, was also ready. It was Dispatched Out 
to Ernie Beacon, manager of the London De-
pot; he and two or three salesmen jumped in 
and drove it from Seagrave Road, Fulham, to 
the Amsterdam auto show. Welder L05 was 
set up inside the RAI building, the other two 
were outside, across the road.

It seemed that the very future of The 
Rover Company Ltd. depended on this new 
venture; how would the Land Rover be 
received by the motoring public?  a

11 March 1948 - R01 Dispatched to Ex-
perimental Department, Rover Company.

11-21 March - “18th Salon International: 
Automobile, Moto, Cycle” in Geneva (no 
Land Rovers were ready to send)

15 March - R02 Dispatched In to control 
of Ralph Nash.

23 March - Rover Company directors 
inspected the � rst two pre-pros.

1 April - “Farm Implement and Machinery” 
reported on a Birmingham motor � rm 
“Jeep-plough”.

19 April - Rover Sales Manager A.O. Hollick 
sent a letter to all Rover dealers.

20 April - Press release in the Times an-
nouncing the new Land Rover.

21 April - Welder L05 photographed, back 
from Lincoln, all ready for Amsterdam

27 April - L03 and L07 Dispatched In (in 
time for Amsterdam); R04 Dispatched In, 
also.

28 April - Welder L05, Fire Appliance 
R06, and R08 all Dispatched In.

28 April - Article published in “The Motor”.

28 April - L05 and L07 left for Amster-28 April - L05 and L07 left for Amster-28 April
dam.

30 April - “A Maid-of-all-Work for the 
Farmer” published in Commercial Motor.

30 April - “An All-purpose Rover” pub-
lished in The Autocar.

30 April - L03 Dispatched to Ernie Bea-
con, and started the drive to Amsterdam.

30 April-9 May - Land Rover premieres 
at “RAI Automobiel Tentoonstelling” 
Amsterdam.
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L05 on display at Amsterdam

Welder L05, April 21 1948, 
all dressed up and ready 
for Amsterdam

Letter from Rover 
announcing the Land 
Rover, 19 April 1948
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After the Amsterdam show, L03 
was demonstrated to the Span-
ish Motoring press June 19, 1948

R01 outside 
camoufl aged factory

R01 proving its mettle. 
(Note the unpainted tub.)



Arthur Goddard and John Cullen, 
testing R01’s fording capabilities

When fi rst shown, the Pre Pro 
grilles were bereft of adornment, 
but badges, cast in brass, were 
added later. This one is thought to 
have been on R04.

R01 undergoing tests. Note “1” on 
front crossmember
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At the 40th anniversary, Rich-
ard de Roos contacted Richard 
Lines (LRR) asking about L03



Photo of TB0 406 published 
in The Times, 20 April 1948

Ghost drawing published in 
30 April 1948 Autocar

Dutch ad for the Land Rover

Amsterdam show vehicle 
L07, as found in 2016.

Jaguar Land Rover have confi rmed 
that L07 was one of the three 
Amsterdam show vehicles. It now 
is waiting for a “sympathetic” 
restoration at Classic Works.
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We know it has been done before 
but in my time as a club member 
and subscribing to Legend, I can’t 

remember seeing it reported before so here’s 
how to do it, in case you ever get tempted! 

Organised by well-known local Series 
One guru, Selwyn Heatley, a practice session 
(sorry, I nearly said ‘dry run’ – groan) was 
held ahead of a planned event as part of 
the upcoming pre-Easter 70th Land Rover 
celebration and Rover Car Club gathering, 
centred on Methven (middle of the South 
Island, New Zealand). 

The crew mustered one Saturday morn-
ing just outside Christchurch with the 1949 
‘donor’ vehicle owned and piloted by Philip 
Titmuss who duly showed supreme trust and 
confidence in the ‘conductor’ of the event, 
Scott Bawden (apparently they’d not met 
until the day – this was just the result of an 
evening phone call). Scott had come up with 
the boating idea, and subsequent research 
as to methodology/process steps, a good 
number of years ago after seeing some old 
photos of similar practice by the New Zea-
land Army back in the 1950s.  

Despite assurances from the hire company 
as to the sound integrity of the equipment, 

TOY TARP
Going nautical in your Land Rover? Here’s a DIY guide

WORDS AND PHOTOS PAUL DANIELL the first challenge after laying out the tarp 
and a closer inspection, was to address 
a small split – clearly not at all good for 
boating. Duct tape was part of the ‘spares 
kit’ (certainly not the cheap stuff from the 

bargain store) but even this was surpassed 
when someone produced some pukka wa-
terproof tape used to repair swimming pools 
(we are in the Antipodes after all). It was also 
useful to address the small nick in my own 
waders ahead of the launch.  

I think the pictures give you the general 

idea as to what happened next (and we 
did it a couple of times just to perfect the 
technique given that there would be an 
audience next time). 

The tarp was then gathered ‘up and over’ 
and secured with a strap right around the 
girth of the vessel as you can see. Equipped 
with paddles, we were then ready for the 
off – subsequently assisted by Selwyn’s out-
board motor. With the support boat in place 
(not required I might add) the craft proved 
itself to be watertight and stable. 

From time to time throughout the 
voyages, Philip understandably reassured 
himself by taking the odd viewing through 
the gearbox filler cap on the gearbox tunnel 
to ensure all was well and that there was 
no ingress of water. The craft was remark-
ably stable. With four people on board, 
buoyancy is assured (what was the thinking 
behind all those bladder air bags that Land 
Rover had in mind for its various prototype 
projects over the years?). When boarding, 
you think that the craft might capsize, but 
far from it. With the low centre of gravity 
(gearbox, engine and axles ably assisting) 
the various components appear to act 
rather like a keel. It was very stable indeed 
although overall, it has to be said, perfor-
mance is understandably, not sparkling. a

Despite assurances 
from the hire company 
as to the sound integrity 
of the equipment, the 
first challenge after  
laying out the tarp and 
a closer inspection, was 
to address a small split’
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RTC1958 Fork selector 6422  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £40.00 

2504 Dis Hsg Lock Bolt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.85

3188 Bush Vib Damper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.00

3236 Stud Gearbox in 5s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.50

3238 Stud Transfer Box in 5s  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.50

3294 Level Plug Diff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.40

3650 Stud Gbox / fl ywheel Hsg in 5s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.50

6318 Stud for Top Rocker Cover. 2 15/16 Inch Long . . £0.35 

7048 Spring Return for Master Cylinder & Throttle. . . £2.50 

7142 Stator Tube Clamp 48 -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.10

7289 Dowel Top Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.10

7925 Bearing Cap Stud 1.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.90

9034 Oil Gallery Pipe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.00

9039 Oil Pump Locating Bolt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.10

9052 Bolt Dist Housing Feed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.95

9084 Starter Motor Housing  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £30.00

9092 Cam Thrust Plate Front  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.25

9225 Oil Pump Shield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.95

12028 Oil Pump Relief Valve Lock Nut  . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.25

41379 Stainless Steel Brake Pipe Clips (10)  . . . . . . . . £7.50

52181 Oil Pump Filter Distance Piece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.25

52189 Oil Pump Screen Cup Washer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.45

52278 Dist Hsg Cork Seal  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.45

55636 Dowel Gearbox in 5s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.50

55729 Plate Freewheel Member 48- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.50

58192 Shackle Plate Tapped for rear 1948-53 (pair) . . . £14.00 

210604  Spring bush  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use 230713 )

210691 Shackle Plate Plain Rear 1948-53 (pair) . . . . . £12.00 

210699 Shackle Pin Rear Of Rear 1948 - 50 . . . . . . . . . £7.00 

212104 Stud Trans Box Btm in 5s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.25

212136 Inlet Valve Cup Early 1.5  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.00

212333 Head Bolt Long 1948-58  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50 

212341 Time Chain Piston Pivot Pin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.25

212363 Adj Arm Time Chain 1.5/2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £25.00

212364 Time Chain Adj Pin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.00

212365 Time Chain Pivot Pin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.65

212557  Mounting Pad, Fuel Pump  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.50 

212558 Rubber bush fuel pump mount . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.50

214228 Clip for Vac pipe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.75 

214229 Grommet for Advance and Retard Pipe . . . . . . . £2.65 

214231  Vac Pipe  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0011) 

214262 Spark Plug Cap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.00

214350 Rocker lnlet RH Upper  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.50

214351 Rocker Inlet LH Upper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.50

215272 Bolt - Top Of Flywheel Housing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.90

215887 Start Dog On Crank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.50

216322  Oil Filter  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0013)

217288 Frt Axle Drive Shaft 80 RH  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £36.00

217289 Frt Axie Drive Shaft 80 LH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £38.00

217429 Fork Freewheel Type Select . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £18.00

217523 Spacer / PTO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.45

217575  Rubber Conection Elbow to Connecting Tube  . . £28.00

217763 Plug For Indent Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.50

217766 Circlip Large . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.95

217973 Stud Trans / Hbrake in 5s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.50

217976 Stud Gearbox in 5s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.50

218014  Brake & Clutch Shaft Bush  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.00 

218511 Steering Rod Clamp in 2s  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.00

218576  Fan Belt  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0016) 

219482 Lever Assy For Cross Shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.70

219499 Hand Throttle Spindle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.90

219504 Piston Time Chain Adj  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.25

219583  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use 239718)

219689 Dust Cover Steering Box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.00

219690 Spring Dust Cover Steering  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.00

230169 Oil Filter Outlet Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0095)

230690 Shackle Plate Plain Front 1948 - 50  . . . . . . . . . £6.00

230713 Spring Bush (narrow spring)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.50 

230721  Shackle Pin spring to frame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.00 

230894 Reservoir pipe SB0017 - 80in  . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15.00 

231057 Top Rocker Shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £17.50

231289 Bell crank Hnd/thrtl On Manifold . . . . . . . . . . . £11.50

231291 Relay Lever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.95

231292 Throttle Bell Crank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.85

231479 Pack Plate For Sump  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.00

231575 Sealing Washer Copper in 5s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.00

232145 Oil Cooler Valve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.00

232417 Lockwasher swivel pin in 10s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.00

232840 Dynamo Pulley  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15.00

233241 Locking Dog  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.50

233397 Fwd Fork . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.00

233407 Rocker High Low Select  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.20

233414 Guide-4wd Lever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.95

233607 Set Bolt Main Bearing Rear 1948-58 . . . . . . . . . £1.50

233625 Shackle Pin Rear Of Front. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.50 

233629 Shackle Plate Plain Front 1950-55 (pair)  . . . . £12.00

233630 Shackle Plate Tapped Front 1950-55 . . . . . . . . . £5.85 

233681 Dist Drive Shaft  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.00

234089 Outlet Pipe Oil Filter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.00

234091 Oil Filter Inlet Pipe 48-53 . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0012)

234534 Transfer Box Bush in 2s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.00

234643 Gearbox Mount RH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.95

234993  Exhaust valve  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0022/16) 

235010 Spring Anchor Plate in 3s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.00

235083 Oil Pump Shaft Long 2.0  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.00

236923 Hub seal rear  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(use 2 X LR0085)

236969 Shackle Pin Rear Of Rear 1954 on . . . . . . . . . . . £3.25 

237223 Acc Bracket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50

237345 Head Bolt Short 1948 - 58 (In 5’s) . . . . . . . . . . £10.00

237868  Air Hose  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0009) 

239017 Top Swivel Pin Splined . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.00

239566 Combined Instrument. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £25.00

239718 80in Bump Stop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £27.50 

240730 Oil Gauge Pipe  275377 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £20.00

240807 D Washer Pedal Shaft 54-58 in 2s . . . . . . . . . . . £0.50

240810 Lock Plate Pedal Shaft in2s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.40

241697 Reservoir pipe LD0024 - 86in,88in & 107in  . . £14.00 

242180 Steering Lever Upper Idler  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.00

242259 Steering Box Drop Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.00

242648 Oil Pump Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.00

243141 Halfshaft RHF 54 Onwards. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £35.00

243142 Halfshaft LHF 54-58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £25.00

243242 Shaft Acc Control . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.00

243531 Inlet Manifold Stud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.50

243611 Trans Box Output Shaft  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.00

243959    Washer   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.50 

244163 Shackle Plate Tapped 1/2 Bsf for Rear Springs ’54-’58 . . . £3.50

246234 Reservoir pipe LD0017 - 107in & 109in  . . . . . £14.00 

247154 Crank Pulley Damper Diesel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.00

251324 Nut for Shackle Pin (1/2” BSF) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.49 

261240 Side Entry Distributor Cap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £50.00 

261407 1600 48-51 Head/Decoke Set  . . . . . . . . . . . . . £48.00 

262102 Early 2 Litre 52-54 Head/Decoke Set . . . . . . . . £48.00 

262796  Spark plug  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0071) 

264137  Exhaust Valve  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0022/20) 

264779 Pork Pie’ lens assembly (Reproduction) . . . . . £105.00

265488 Sealing Ring St Box  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £0.45

267829 Distributor Drive Shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £24.00

268791 Speedo Sleeve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.00

269365 Late 2 Litre 55-58 Head/Decoke Set  . . . . . . . . £48.00 

270521 Shackle Plate Front Tapped 1956-65 (pair) . . . . £6.00

270702 Steering Arm Lower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.00

270741 Shackle Pin Front Of Front and Front Of Rear . . £7.25 

270841 Steering Drop Arm  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.00

273257 Valve Spring In/Ex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £3.00

275376  Flexible petrol pipe  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use 276267) 

275709 Hand Throttle Lever  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.25

276267  Flexible petrol pipe  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £22.00 

278165 Temp adaptor Diesel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15.00

300824 Bonnet Rest Strip (inc. rivets) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.50 

302300 Screen Seal 80in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £22.00 

302451 Cab Backlight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0093)

302452 Cab Backlight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0093)

302567 Radiator Grill 51-58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £25.00

302786 Corner Bracket RH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £14.00

302983 Bracket Seat Box LH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £19.50

303841  Sliding Window  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (use LR0020) 

303957 Body Stiff Bracket 86/88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.50

304111 BlankingPlate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.00

304211 Seal for canopy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.00

304212 Stiffner for canopy seal  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.00

307421 Screen Seal 86/88  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £20.00

506799 Ring Gear Late 2.0 246330 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.00

PLEASE CALL BETWEEN 12-7PM ONLY  •  PRICES + P&P + VAT

Russell Hearn: Croft Cottage, Hannath Road, Tydd Gote, Cambridgeshire PE13 5NA    01945 420196 (12-7pm)   clubshop@lrsoc.com

Club Shop
FULL

CLUB SHOP
LISTING
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LR0087 Rocker & side cover gasket set  . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.50

LR0088 88in Brake Pipe Sets  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £75.00

LR0092 Bottom End Gaskets (Conversion Set)  . . . . . . £40.00 

LR0093 Truck Cab Sliding Rear Windows . . . . . . . . . . . £45.00

LR0094 Oil Gauge Pipe(1/8” BSP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £20.00

LR0095 Oil Filter Outlet Union  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.50 

MANUALS
LR0059 80in Parts manual reproduction of TP111G  . . £25.00

LR0060 80in Workshop Manual Reproduction TP138A . £30.00

LR0061 86/88/107/109 Parts Manual TP155E . . . . . . . £25.00

LR0062 86/88/107/109 Workshop Manual . . . . . . . . . . £30.00

LR0063 80in Parts Book Reproduction of TP/111/A . . . £20.00

LR0091 Instruction Manual 48-58  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £14.50

CLUB MERCHANDISE
LR0044 Leather key fob: Land Rover logo . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.50

LR0047 Book: Land Rover the Formative Years. Offer . . . . £30.00

LR0052 Green metal lapel badge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50

LR0053 Cloth Badge-as windscreen sticker . . . . . . . . . . £2.00

LR0054 Baseball cap: New Brushed Cotton . . . . . . . . . . £7.50

LR0056 Polo shirts: Green only S/M/L/XL/XXL . . . . . . . . £15.00

LR0057 Sweatshirt: Embroiderd Design S/M//L/XL/XXL . £19.00

LR0058 Fleeces: Green S/M//L/XL/XXL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £28.00

LR0065 Windscreen sticker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.50               
LR0066 Tax disc holder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.50
LR0081   Cards - pack of 4 (inc P&P)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.00

LR0082  DVD Back issues 1-129 inc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.00

LR0090 Flag 4’ x 3’ Club Logo  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £18.75

ENGINE PAINT  (250m 1 tin enough for 2 engines)
LR0024 80in 1600 & early 2 litres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.00

LR0025 Later 2 litre engines, grey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.00

TOOLS 

LR0067 Whitworth Spanners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £18.00

LR0068 Whitworth Sockets  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15.00

BACK ISSUES
LR0/no Back issues. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.50

CLUB NEWSLETTER BINDERS 
Holds 24 issues dark green cordex binder club name on spine
LR0043 each  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.50

LR0043/2 pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £14.00

BROCKHOUSE
LR0026 Trailer number plate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15.00

LR0027 Replacement (late) trailer load plate . . . . . . . . £15.00

CHASSIS PLATES 
LR0028 80in etched oil recommendation plate . . . . . . . . £9.00

LR0029 Late 80in (alloy) oil recommendation plate . . . . £8.00

LR0030 88in red/silver (alloy) oil recommendation plate £8.00

LR0031 80in plate “Made by Rover Car Co”  . . . . . . . . . . £7.50

LR0032 80in Ring-pull freewheel lock (black eb) . . . . . £12.00

LR0033 80in Yellow knob freewheel lock (etched brass) . £9.50

LR0034 80in yellow knob freewheel lock (alloy) red . . . . . £8.00

LR0035 80in 1949 up to 16100602 (black) . . . . . . . . . . £11.50

LR0036 80in 1951 from 16100603  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.50

LR0037 80in 866 Series chassis no . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.50

LR0038 80in 261 & 361 Series plate* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.50

LR0039 86, 107in 54/56 chassis plate* . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.50

LR0040 88in 109in chassis plate* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.50

LR0041 Tyre wear 4x4 plate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £7.50

LR0042 Freewheel hub warning plate  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8.00

*NB exact change of plate style is not known, if in doubt 

please supply picture of your original. Plates only supplied 

stamped. Copy of V5c (or equivalent documentation) required. 

 
Prices correct at time of going to press. Payment by 
Credit/Debit card only. Carriage calculated on size, 
weight and value of order. Manufacturers part numbers 
used for reference only. Correctly supplied items returned 
for credit will incur a 10% handling charge – min £6.00

CLUB REMANUFACTURED PARTS
LR0001  Pork Pie Gasket   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £12.50

LR0002  Pork Pie Lamp Base   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £16.50

LR0003  Pork Pie Repair Kit   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £30.00

LR0004  Pork Pie Backplate   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.50

LR0005 Pork Pie Lamp Complete (remanufactured). . £125.00

LR0006  Air cleaner instruction sticker  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.00  

LR0007  Period servicing sticker  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.50              

LR0008  Oil bath air fi lter level sticker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £1.50

LR0009   Air Hose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £11.00

LR0010  Door Seal 86/88 (new profi le) per Metre  . . . . . . £5.00

LR0011 Vacuum pipe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15.00

LR0012 Bypass oil fi lter pipes (Copper)  . . . . . . . . . . . . £30.00

Replacement for 216322:

LR0013 Oil Filter Conversion Kit - includes fi lter  . . . . . £95.00

LR0014 Spin on fi lter for early conversion kit FB5418 . . £5.00

LR0015 Spin on fi lter for early conversion kit FB5418 in 4s . £18.00

LR0016 Series One fan belts NEW (not old stock) . . . . . £18.00

LR0017 80in (1/4 brake pipe sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £105.00

LR0018 86in Brake Pipe Sets  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £75.00

LR0019 107in & 109in Brake pipe sets  . . . . . . . . . . . . £80.00

LR0020 86/88/107/109in Sliding Windows. Each. . . . . £18.00

LR0020/2 86/88/107/109in Sliding Windows. Pair . . . . . £35.00

LR0022 Hardened exhaust valves (per set of four) . . . . £55.00

For use with unleaded fuel (State if for 1.6 or 2 litre) 

LR0069 Temp/oil pressure fi tting kit  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.00

LR0070 Window F elt kits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.00

LR0071 Spark plugs (each) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50

LR0075  Brushing additive 250mI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £5.79

LR0076  Thinners 1L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £6.66

LR0077  Coach Enamel 1L (Deep Bronze Green) . . . . . . £23.29

LR0079  80in Door window kit early  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £35.00

LR0080  80in Door window kit later   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £35.00

LR0083 Oil pressure/water temp gauge NEW  . . . . . . £112.00

LR0084  Rope - Canopy (32ft) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.00

LR0085  Oil Seal (Modifi cation, see Legend 167)  . . . . . . £5.00

LR0086  Brake Pipe Bender  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.00

PLEASE COMPLETE USING BLOCK CAPITALS. PAYMENT BY CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD ONLY.

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL HOME   TEL WORK

NAME ON THE CARD      CARDHOLDER SIGNATURE

TITLE (Mr, Mrs, Miss etc)

SERIES ONE CLUB M/SHIP NO.

POST CODE

EMAIL

CARD NUMBER                                 

      START DATE                                                 EXP. END        ISSUE #                                             SECURITY CODE

ORDER FORM

I authorise the Land Rover Series One Club Ltd. to charge the following card. * Visa        / Mastercard         (please tick) 

LEGEND CLUB SHOP ORDER FORM  Photocopy this form and staple it to your order if you don’t want to cut up Legend
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AVAILABLE FROM THE CLUB SHOP 
Tel: 01945 420196 (Midday - 7 pm please) or email clubshop@lrsoc.com 

Polo Shirt  £15.00, Sweatshirt  £19.00,  Fleece  £28.00, Baseball Cap  £7.00 
Sizes  S / M / L / XL / XXL                                                                  Prices + postage + VAT 
 
 

LRSOC CLOTHING 
Quality clothing embroidered with the Club logo 

 

 
 
 

Ads & Club Shop
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NEW DESIGN GRILLE BADGE 

Double brass-plated and enamel grille badge 

UK Mainland                          £16.00 
Europe/Rest of World           £20.00 
                         Includes P&P and VAT 
 

Available online at  www.lrsoc.com 
and direct from the Club Shop 

Tel: 01945 420196 (Midday - 7 pm please) 
or email  clubshop@lrsoc.com 

 

80” BULKHEAD TO 
WINDSCREEN 
SEAL 

AVAILABLE FROM THE CLUB SHOP 
Tel: 01945 420196 (Midday - 7 pm please) 

or email clubshop@lrsoc.com 
 

EXACT COPY OF THE 
ORIGINAL SEAL 

302300   80” WINDSCREEN SEAL  £22.00 
                                                                              Prices + postage + VAT 
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Purchase from the club website www.lrsoc.com  
Or direct from the Club Shop 
Tel: 01945 420196 (Midday - 7 pm please) or email clubshop@lrsoc.com 

LAND-ROVER 
THE FORMATIVE 

YEARS 
1947-1967 

Specifically written for the Series One 
enthusiast. Contains 320 pages of text 
with 500 photos and illustrations 

UK Mainland          £30.00 
Europe (EU)           £36.00 
Rest of World        £46.50 
                   Pricing includes P&P 
 

Ads & Club Shop

 

IGNITION PARTS 
 

High quality remanufactured parts, made in the UK 
 

 
 
 

 
 

261240   Distributor cap (LU 415707)     £50.00 
 

214262   Spark Plug Cap                         £10.00 
 

AVAILABLE FROM THE CLUB SHOP 
Tel: 01945 420196 (Midday - 7 pm please) or 

email clubshop@lrsoc.com 

Prices + postage + VAT 

 

‘PORK PIE’ Lamps & Spares 
 

 
 

AVAILABLE FROM THE CLUB SHOP 
Tel: 01945 420196 (Midday - 7 pm please) or 

email clubshop@lrsoc.com 

Prices + postage + VAT 

LR0005  Complete Lamp (Reproduction)          £125.00 
LR0003  Repair kit (Includes LR0001/2/4)              £30.00 
LR0001  Rubber Gasket                                           £12.50 
LR0002  Base & bulb holder                                   £16.50 
LR0004  Back plate                                                    £6.50 
 
 

Prices + carriage + VAT        
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WWW.SERIES PARTSWORLDWIDE.COM
New Old Stock Parts Supplier & Vintage Land Rover Specialist

spworldwide@aol.com     +44 (0)7875-556687             

www.charlesworthmouldings.co.uk
Original specifi cation plastic parts including reproduction: Steering wheel rims 
re-moulded, Steering wheel centres, Horn buttons, Hand brake grips.

Charlesworth & Son Ltd, Wishaw Lane, Curdworth, Sutton Coldfi eld, B76 9EL.

01675 470 382 sales@charlesworthmouldings.co.uk

BOB JONES
Heater Pipes, incl. unions  £95.00
(as original, made in original size 5/8” OD copper) 
Valve with correct fi ttings £65.00
Full Grilles 1948 to 1950, hand made, new price £325.00
Stainless window channel, as original (per side)  £40.00
(includes felt) 
All types of rivets, including correct blind (pop) POA
Vacumn pipe with clip/grommet £20.00
Aluminium cast Cylinder head end covers                           £55.00
80in rear exhaust bracket, ready to fi x                                  £40.00
Aeroparts winch Fairlead castings, (unmachined, pair)       £85.00 
Good assortment of winch parts and winches.
80in Registration plate,  black semi gloss ( pair)                  £18.00 
Agricultural Draw Bar ,                                                      £135.00
80in sparewheel bracket, hook, brass wingnut,                    £65.00
80in  Registration plate,  semi gloss black ( pair)                 £18.00
80in spare wheel bracket, hook & wingnut                          £65.00
80in battery clamps/wingnuts                                              £40.00
86in  with J Rods/wingnuts                                                  £48.00

Many used parts for sale.

Tel 01905 352163 or 07778 759 217   /   jj354a@btinternet.com
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SPEEDOMETER AND DASHBOARD INSTRUMENTS

Serviced and Repaired

Mike Flannery 01594 861095 / www.magnetic-speedometer-repair.com

DUNSFOLD DLR

Alfold Road, Dunsfold, Surrey GU8 4NP

T: 01483 200567 / F: 01483 200738     dlr@dunsfold.com      www.dunsfold.com              

AB PARTS
New and classic parts by mail order and online. Replacement, OEM and genuine parts 
for all Land Rover Models From Series One to present. Major credit cards accepted.

Axle parts
Hub bearing rear 270604 £46.80
Hub seal rear 236923 £4.20
Hub collar rear 7297                                                                                         £16.80
Repair kit brake master cylinder (swb)                                                             £12.50
Swivel pin conversion kit                                                                                  £47.00
Swivel gaiter kit Series One/II/III                                                                         £26.00

Body parts
Pedal grommet and feltpad                                                                               £9.25
Seal door set (5 piece) 80in                                                                              £39.50
Seal screen to bulkhead 80in                                                                            £26.50
Seal screen to bulkhead 86in 88in                                                                     £30.00
Shaft clutch/brake assy 240809                                                                      £65.00
Spring brake switch  231393                                                                             £3.50
Spring clutch return 237436                                                                              £5.40
Wing buffers (pair) 300962                                                                               £7.99
Wing buffers (pair) 302552                                                                               £7.99
Wing buffers domed type (pair)                                                                        £7.99
Wiper arm                                                                                                        £21.99
Wiper blade with peg                                                                                       £10.99
Exmoor Trim (full range available)
Full hood EXT275-1KHC khaki canvas 80in                                                    £339.53
Full hood EXT277-1KHC Khaki canvas 86in/88in                                            £353.95
Full seat set EXT390-1GNV green vinyl 80in shovel back type                     £279.84
Full seat set EXT395-1GNV green vinyl 86in style back  type                       £314.29

Electrical parts
Distributor cap 245004                                                                                    £14.99
Switch brake light 07160                                                                                 £28.80
Switch dip 232026                                                                                            £29.95
Switch starter solenoid push button 237540                                                    £24.60
Switch horn push 88in/109in                                                                              £15.99

Engine parts
Cap radiator all petrol models                                                                        £12.30
Diaphragm kit Solex  carburettor 260739                                                       £20.40
Engine /gearbox mounts 1781/7091 all 80in engines                                      £12.50
Gasket rocker cover 1.6L & 2.0L 267781                                                        £8.99
Gasket side cover                                                                                            £6.20
Hose by pass 242065                                                                                      £7.20
Hose radiator top 217273                                                                               £9.98
Hose radiator top 268037                                                                               £9.98
Hose radiator bottom 268038                                                                         £9.98
Pipe vacuum advance 214231                                                                       £21.00
Pipe fuel fl exi 276276                                                                                     £24.99
Pipe fuel fl exi to carburettor 218995                                                               £25.00
Water pump 1.6L & 2.0L petrol                                                                      £66.00
Water pump O ring 09170/RTC1975  £2.95

We also supply the full range of KBX Upgrades products for your Defender and Discovery.

www.abpartsstore.co.uk           t/f 01388 812777              sales@abpartsstore.co.uk

LAND ROVER SERIES ONES WANTED AND FOR SALE
Any age or condition with or without MOT. Also abandoned projects and parts 
wanted. Collection anywhere in the UK or Ireland.
Over 25 years experience buying and selling Land Rovers.

-  Reconditioned brake master cylinders all models:  
 80in/86in/88in/107in/109in £120 exchange +p&p
-  Reconditioned wiper motors sold on an exchange basis, rebuilt to very  
 high standard available for all models £130 each exchange +p&p
-  Reconditioned Lucas distributors £125 each exchange
-  Reconditioned water pumps £65 each exchange
- Reconditioned Steering boxes now with new worm and nut £475 exchange
  (can supply non exchange please call for details)
-  Reconditioned solex carburettors for 1600 and 2L £200 each exchange
-  Fuel tanks brand new all models 80in/86in/88in/107in and 109inmade in  
 either aluminium or stainless steel prices from £395 +p&p 
-  Carb to air fi lter hose pipe £16 each +p&p
-  80in wheel cylinders resleeved w/stainless steel insert £62.50 ea +p&p
-  80in perspex windows x 4  £95 
-  86in/88in/107in and 109in perspex windows x2 £45 
-  Refurbed steering wheels £195 exchange
-  Seat back brackets 86in/88in/107in/109in £65 set of 6
-  Truck cab rear perspex windows £65
-  New horn/dip switch NOS £395
- Recon Smiths heaters £325 exchange
- S/s wiper arm rests £9 each
-  Many s/h parts also available

Neil Furness: 01562 883521 / 07860 259442. neil.furness@homecall.co.uk

Ads & Classifieds
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RADFORD BULKHEADS
Bulkheads, Chassis sections and Remanufactured Parts
For 80in & 86in/88in/107in/109in Series One Land Rovers

‘Wardhead’, Lonmay, Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire AB43 8RY

Tel: 01346 531062 or 07974 486021

MLL ENGINEERING
80in new manufacture side screen welded frame assy (galvanized)
Used on (1948-51) 301086 L.H 301085 R.H (1952-53) 302561 L.H 302560 R.H.
£270.00 + P&P

Side screens repaired and re-galvanized. Wire hinges replaced. All parts available.
Authentic hinge repair kits available to the 2 Rover standards.

Hamdon View, Parrett Works, Martock TA12 6AE

Tel 01935 824404 Mobile 07988343365 mllengineering@live.co.uk
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COX & TURNER ENGINEERING LTD.
The Series One Engine Specialists.

Vintage & Classic Engine Spares & Engine Machining Services

All new engine parts supplied including Camshafts, Camfollowers & Camfollower 
Shafts, Pistons, Bearings, Rings, Valves, Gaskets, Seals, etc. Full engine machining 
service including Reboring, Crank Grinding, Refacing blocks & heads, Recutting or 
Replacing Valve Seats, Removing broken studs, Crack repairs, Fitting thread inserts etc.

www.coxandturner.co.uk     email: ian@coxandturner.co.uk

Tel: Machine Shop, Piston Rings, Offi ce & Stores 01935 826816

CAMBRIDGESHIRE CLASSIC CARS LTD OF ELY

Fully equipped workshop, including a Jig to resurrect your original 80in chassis.
Parts-Servicing-Repairs-Bodywork-Restorations-Welding
Supplier of second hand, remanufactured and reproduction parts. 
We stock; Early 80in Oil warning light (238019), Lucas LBTG headlamps (217271)

Owen Edge 07803 357952 owenedge@aol.com

LAND ROVER SALES SERIES ONE TO DEFENDER

Agricultural & Cross Country Vehicles Ltd
Stourbridge, West Mids, DY90BL

01562 730404   sales@exmod.co.uk    www.exmod.co.uk

WWW.MINERVATEMPOLAND.COM
Specialized in Minerva Land Rover Parts
Original parts new and second hand.
Bodywork, exhaust, accessories...

Shipping Worldwide, PayPal

Hendrik Vander Hoeven: 0032497623132 (Belgium)  /  info@minervatempoland.be

      

PLACE YOUR 
ADVERT HERE

PARTS AVAILABLE FROM WW SPARES

Some parts below, available on line at wwspares.co.uk, or call me, Tom 
Pickford, on 07974 691822, Part numbers correspond to original parts books. 
Price is today’s money Sorry!
   
Item Part number cost
80” break master cylinder 235006 £135 exchange
86” master cylinders  241687 £135 exchange
Hand brake dust cover 219028 £5
80” fl exible brake hoses  219824 £45
80” brake banjos, per pair 219825 £25
80” brake light switch spring 230196 or 243225 £7.50
Starter motor recon (early) 231947 £175
Steering wheel recon, all models 232174 £250
80” exhaust bracket 233619 £40
Start motor 55 to 58 recon  236287 £100 
Sediment bowl joint seal  261417 £3
Series 1 hand bake shoes  264374 £40
Series 1, 10” brake shoes, axle set  264039 and 264040 £45
Distributor late series one 269240 £150
Horn dipper 80” and 86” complete 272094 £275
Dash plug sockets per pair 273935 and 219654 £20
Seat back brackets, all series 1, 1 set 301978 and 301979 £60
Flat top 80” hoop stick set 301121 £180
Curved top 80” hoop stick set 301892 £180
80” Perspex 48 to 51, 302619 and 300940 £75
86” traffi cator brackets  304500 £201
Bulkhead 1954 onwards new 307991or 303799 POA 
80” steering column rubber 381283 £17.50

Reconditioned carbs, all models • Reconditioned distributors, all models 
301892 • Hoods, all models • Seats, all models • Paint all models, including 
deep bronze Green • Many more parts online please look for easy hassle free 
purchases with sellers’ warranty

wwspares@aol.com or 07974 691822

 

SPECIALLY PRODUCED 
HIGH QUALITY GASKET SETS  

 
 
 

LR261407  1600 48-51 Head/Decoke Set      £48.00 
LR262102  Early 2 Litre 52-54 Head/Decoke Set    £48.00 
LR269365  Late 2 Litre 55-58 Head/Decoke Set     £48.00 
LR000087  Rocker & Side Cover Gasket Set         £11.50 
LR000092  Bottom End (Conversion Set)              £40.00 
 
 

Prices + carriage + VAT        

AVAILABLE FROM THE CLUB SHOP 
Tel: 01945 420196 (Midday - 7 pm please) or 

email clubshop@lrsoc.com 

(See full shop list for individual gaskets) 
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Committee

 Offi cers & Committee Members

President 
Stephen Wilks

Vice President 
Andrew Stevens

Vice President 
Roger Crathorne

 Elected Committee Offi cers

Chairman  Steven Millward
1 Osmaston Lane-end, Yeldersley, 
Ashbourne, Derby DE6 1LS 
01335 343618 (before 21h)
chairman@lrsoc.com

Vice Chairman 
Russell Hearn (Chug) 
Croft Cottage, Hannath Road, Tydd 
Gote, Cambs. PE13 5NA. 01945 
420196 russellhearn@lrsoc.com

Shows Offi cer 
Andrew Cross
64 Elmdale Road, Bedminster, 
Bristol BS3 3JE. 0117 966 9327

Vehicle Registrations Offi cer 
Mick Burn (Milkman) 
42, Fernway, Kingswood, 
Garston, North Watford, 
Herts WD25 0HG
registrations@lrsoc.com

Web and Forum Administrator
Peter Jolly (Willerby)
7 St Michaels Close, Aylsham, 
Norwich NR10 6HA
forumadmin@lrsoc.com

Rights of Way Offi cer 
Jim Govier (Jim) 
197 Ulverley Green Road, Olton, 
Solihull, W. Midlands B92 8AB 
0121 706 5270 (after 19.30) 
rightsofway@lrsoc.com

Purchasing Offi cer 
Derek Heynes (Derek) 
Elmtree Workshops, 
Hitcham, IP7 7LJ. 
T/F: 01449 744187 (19h-21h) 
purchasingoffi cer@lrsoc.com

Committee Members 
Chris Farman (chris)
chrisfarman@lrsoc.com
Chris Wilderspin 
(See ‘Secretary’ below)

Committee Member 
Sue Cummings
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 Ex-offi cio Committee Members

Legend Editor 
Ros Woodham 
Church Cottage, West Down, 
Ilfracombe, Devon EX34 8NQ. 
legend@lrsoc.com 

Club Secretary 
Chris Wilderspin (chriswilderspin)
Quicken Tree Cottage, The Fence, 
St. Briavels, Glos. GL15 6QG
07764 200755. 
secretary@lrsoc.com

Club Treasurer 
David Carne
Bedlam Beds, The Old Post Offi ce, 
26a Gloucester Road, Rudgeway, 
Bristol BS35 3RY. 
07887 853479 treasurer@lrsoc.com

 Appointed Club Offi cers

Membership Secretary
Land Rover Series One Club, 
Arbons House, 47 Water Street, 
Lavenham, 
Suffolk CO10 9RN
membership@lrsoc.com

Club Shop 
Russell Hearn 
Croft Cottage, Tydd Gote, 
Cambridgeshire PE13 5NA 
01945 420196 (Midday–19h) 
clubshop@lrsoc.com

Health & Safety Advisor 
Andy Bird 
Inverdhuan, Bridge of Cally, Blair-
gowrie, PH10 7JL. 
07515 358952
healthandsafety@lrsoc.com 

National Rally Coordinator
Steve Millward (milly72)
1 Osmaston Lane-end, Yeldersley, 
Ashbourne, Derby DE6 1LS. 
01335 343618 (before 21h) 
stevemillward@lrsoc.com

Technical Offi cer 80in 
John Smith 
Penbryn, Oak Farm La., Ash cum 
Ridley, Fairseat, Sevenoaks, 
Kent TN15 7JU. 
01732 822236

Technical Offi cer 86/88/107/109in
Peter Hughes (elephanthide)
332 Priory Road, Shirley, Solihull, 
W Midlands B90 1BQ. 
0121 474 4878, 
peterhughes@lrsoc.com

Child Protection Offi cer
Peter Jolly (Willerby)
contact details above 

 Area Representatives

ENGLAND 
A Berkshire: Simon Lake (northfawley)
Butts Cottage, Lambourn Woodlands, 
Hungerford, Berkshire RG17 7TG 
07768 056254
simonlake@lrsoc.com 

B Cheshire: Sue Combridge
Snowdrop Cottage, Clarke Lane, 
Kerridge, Macclesfi eld, SK10 5AJ
01625 573875

C Cumbria: Trevor Cooper 
Wayside Cottage, Grasmere, 
Cumbria, LA22 9RL
01539 435502
trevorcooper@lrsoc.com

D Devon: Dr Barry Cripps
Ceint Cottage, Kenn, Exeter, Devon 
EX6 7UL. 01392 832345 / 07836 
640742 barrycripps@lrsoc.com

E Dorset: Will Spicer
Oak Wood Farm, Ailwood, Corfe 
Castle, Wareham, Dorset BH20 5JA 
01929 481681 (eve) 
willspicer@lrsoc.com

F Hampshire: Dave Wright 
41 Appledown Close, Alresford, 
Hampshire SO24 9ND 
davewright@lrsoc.com 

G Kent: David Elliott
34 Sir Davids Park, Tunbridge Wells, 
Kent, TN4 0JF 01892 528400 
davidelliott@lrsoc.com

H Lancs.: John Robinson 
Copper Beeches, 39 Highcross 
Road, Hardhorn, Poulton-le-Fylde, 
Lancs FY6 8BB. 
01253 980614 
johnrobinson9363@hotmail.com

I Leic. & Northants: Kyle Cooper
1 Cherry Tree Close, Husbands 
Bosworth, Lutterworth, 
Leicestershire LE17 6NB  
01858 880080 / 
07817656713
kylecooper@lrsoc.com 

J Norfolk: Andrew Munden 
(Norfolkman)  6 Renwick Park West, 
West Runton, Norfolk NR27 9LX 
01263 838997 (evenings)
07771 613567 (daytime)
andrewmunden@lrsoc.com

K North East: Russell Emmerson
Old Coach House, Espley, Morpeth, 
Northumberland NE61 3DJ 
07720 458910
russellemmerson@lrsoc.com

L Oxfordshire: Ian Goldsmith 
College Farm House, Cuxham, 
Oxfordshire OX49 5NF 
07894 096660
iangoldsmith@lrsoc.com (Goldian) 

M Somerset: Andrew Cameron
South Lodge, Chapel Cleeve, 
Minehead, Somerset TA24 6HZ
07890 117245 (work hrs)
oldlandroverman@yahoo.co.uk

N Somerset: Martin Chandler 
(martin 127) Malthouse Farm, 
Church Road, Basonbridge, 
Highbridge, Somerset, TA9 4RG

Committee
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07921 334811 
martinchandler@lrsoc.com
& Edd Jones (Edd80inch), 
Hartgrove, 30 Alstone Road, 
Highbridge, Somerset, TA9 3 DT
07969 093604 (offi ce hours)
eddjones@lrsoc.com

O Suffolk: Derek Heynes (Derek)
Elmtree Workshops, Hitcham IP7 7LJ
01449 744187 (19h-21h) 

P Surrey: Mike Rivett 
Sketchers, Oakwood Hill, Dorking, 
Surrey RH5 5QB 
01483 272151 (day) /  01306 
628077 (eve) / 07831 198073 (mob) 
mikerivett@lrsoc.com

Q Sussex (E&W): Perry Wood
15 Park Road, Rottingdean, 
Brighton, BN2 7HL. 
01273 306203 
perrywood@lrsoc.com 

R West Midlands: James Govier
197 Ulverley Green Road, 
Olton, Solihull, W Midlands B92 8AB 
0121 706 5270 (after 19.30h)
jim.govier@icloud.com

S Wiltshire: Rob Hope-Jones
The Old Kennels, Teffont Magna, 
Salisbury, Wilts. SP3 5RR 
01722 716287
rohojo2008@tiscali.co.uk

T Wiltshire, Glos. & Bristol: 
Andrew Jewitt
4 Park Road, Market Lavington, 
Devizes, Wiltshire SN10 4ED
07971 034685 / 01380 818737
andrewjewitt@lrsoc.com

U Worcestershire and Herefordshire:
Jon Hutchings
The Gatehouse, Bearswood, 
Storridge, Worcs., WR13 5EP
01886 880349 
jonhutchings@lrsoc.com

V Yorkshire and Durham Dales: 
Vince Carr (vince carr) 
19 Westfi elds, Richmond, North 
Yorkshire, DL10 4DD. Tel 07584 
322719, vincecarr@lrsoc.com 

W Yorkshire (North & East) 
Brendan Llewellin (Profpatpending)
Ridgemont, Main Street, Westow, 
York, N Yorkshire YO60 7NE 
01653 618632
brendanllewellin@lrsoc.com

SCOTLAND 
X Aberdeenshire: 
Carl and Dale Radford
Wardhead, Lonmay, Fraserburgh, 
Aberdeenshire AB43 8RY 
01346 531062/ 07974 486021

Y Highlands: 
Tom Colville (fi fty seven)
Duneira, Kentra, Acheracle PH36 
4LA. 01967 431517 (early eves), 
tomcolville@lrsoc.com

Z South East and Central: 
Andy Bird
Inverdhuan, Bridge of Cally, 
Blairgowrie, PH10 7JL
07515 358952

WALES 
AA Mid & North: Mike Green 
1 Assembly Terrace, Brook Street, 
Tywyn, Gwynedd LL36 9DR 
01654 711201

AB West: Dave Hanson 
Rhoslwyd, Talley, Llandeilo, 
Carms SA19 7EJ. 01558 685214 
(eve). davehanson@lrsoc.com 

IRELAND 
AC Harold McMillan 
Unit 12, Rathborne, Ashtown, 
Dublin 15, Ireland
Offi ce: +353 1 838 8999 
Mob: +353 87 904 3393
haroldmcmillan@lrsoc.com

1 AUSTRALIA (WESTERN) 
Andy Rogers 
6 Genesta Place, Two Rocks, 
6037, Western Australia 
+61 (0)8 9561 5278, 
Mob: +61 (0)410 324 679
andy_d110@hotmail.com

2 AUSTRALIA (EASTERN)
Mark T Boldry
Located in the Mount Nathan area of 
the Gold Coast Hinterland, 
+61 (0)451 160909 (before 20.30h) 
markboldry@lrsoc.com 

3 BELGIUM 
Yves Vanthuyne 
Bergmolen 12, 2340 Vlimmeren, 
Belgium. +32 14715440
yves.vanthuyne@hotmail.com

4 BRAZIL 
Fernando Prado Ferreira (FJPF)
Rua Conselheiro Zacarias, 86, 
Jardim Paulista, São Paulo, 
SP 01429-020 Brazil 
+55 (0)11-3247-8583 
fpf@lrsoc.com

5 CANADA 
Keith Barrett, 
1451 Thrasher Rd, RR#1, 
Plainfi eld ON, Canada K0K-2V0 
+1 613 477 1739 
keithbarrett@lrsoc.com

6 DENMARK
Torsten Nyrup
Enebaervej 5, DK-3080, Tikoeb, 
Denmark,  +45 40 19 07 67 
torstennyrup@lrsoc.com

7 FRANCE 
Philippe Vuillermin
1 domaine du Vallon, 500 chemin du 
Vallier, 69670 Vaugneray, France
+33 609 80 80 00 
philippe.vuillermin@me.com

8 GERMANY 
Dieter Sikorski 
Dresdener str 23, D-03119, Welzow, 
Germany. +49 35751 15694 
F: +49 35751 10810. 
Sikorski@vjs.de

9 ITALY 
Francesco Picchiottini. 
Via Virgilio 8–20034, Giussano 
(MB), Italy. Offi ce: +39 0362 310 
370. Mob: +39 348 3519766 
franco@landroverteam.it
Secretary: Mrs. Tiziana Preziosi 
+39 0362 310370
Tiziana@landroverteam.it

10 MALTA 
Henry Falzon
21 Northern Winds, Sqaq tal-Laqx, 
Gharghur Road, Naxxar NXR 
4604, Malta. +356 79860568 
+356 21418654. henfalz@gmail.com 

11 NETHERLANDS
The Houben Family (Houben)
Locht 81, Kerkrade, 6466GT, 
Netherlands. +31 45 541 4115
houbenfamily@lrsoc.com

12 NEW ZEALAND
Gordon Gillan
Invercargill, South Island, NZ. 
+64 2102 229792 
gordongillan@lrsoc.com

13 PORTUGAL
Fernando Neves Ramos 
(landmaniaco4)
Rua D. Afonso Henriques, 
2001 - 4 Esq., 4425-057 Aguas 
Santas-Maia, Portugal, 
+351 91 958 9191, 
fernandonevesramos@lrsoc.com

14 SWITZERLAND 
Rob Wyss (shuka)
Rohrstrasse 21, CH-3507 Biglen, 
Switzerland. robwyss@lrsoc.com
+41 (0)79 570 41 81 (mob)

15 USA 
Bill Davis (GBRBill), 
335 Hansen Ave, Salt Lake City, 
Utah 84115, USA. +1 801 860 
6975, billdavis@lrsoc.com

MIND THE GAP! 
Two new UK Area Reps have been appointed, Vince Carr who is minding 
the gap between Brendan Llewellin (Yorkshire – North & East) and Rus-
sell Emmerson (North East). Vince will be responsible for the Yorkshire 
and Durham Dales. Further South, Andrew Munden (who co-organised 
the ‘Down South’ rally) has moved to Norfolk and has been appointed as 
the area rep for that county.  A warm welcome to you both
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WORDS AND PICTURES JON KAPPEYNE (THE CHAMELEON)

R+R
AXLES      

PART 7 IN THE SERIES OF ARTICLES ON RESTORATIONS AND REBUILDS

The overhaul of axles is well covered in 
the workshop manuals. Here we will 
deal with the problem of snapped half 

shafts in the rear axle, swivel pins in the front 
axle, hubs and grease. 

REAR HALF SHAFTS
On Series Ones the half shafts are prone to 
failures which include:-
1. Shearing o�  at the end of the splines, 
preceded by twist. 
2. Snapping away from the splines; here 
welded (See photo A).
3. Total destruction (Stripping) of the splines;
4. Longitudinal shear (See photo B).
5. Bearing failure.

These shafts, semi � oating (SF) and fully 
� oating (FF) are scarce and thus di�  cult to 
replace. The answer is to � t Series II (FF) 
ones, which are still available. However these 
are some 19mm longer and thus require the 

� tting of a spacer. If these replace SF shafts 
it is necessary to convert to the later wheel 
hubs. The parts required for an axle are:-                
- 2 Wheel hubs to match those on the front*
- 2 Stub axles with 4 Hub nuts*
- 4 Wheel bearings with 2 Hub seals*
- 2 Thrust washers and 2 Lock plates*
- 2 Drive members with 12 bolts (3/8ths x 1 
and 19/32nds BSF)*
- 2 Hub caps
- 12 Bolts with Nyloc nuts (HT x 2” x 3/8 UNF), 
to � t stub axle, spacer and brake backing plate 
to axle casing. (See photo C for the kit)
- 2 Series ll rear half shafts, long and short
- 2 Purpose made spacers (16 -19 mm thick)

The spacers are lipped on one side to � t onto 
the casing and recessed on the other side to ac-
cept a front or a rear stub axle. (See photos D1 
for rear, D2 for front and D3 for spacer in place).

With all the above items on hand, � tting 
is exactly the same as for the later FF axles. 

A

The di� erence being that the spacer is 
placed between the stub axle and the casing, 
using the longer bolts. Remember you will 
need extra gaskets.

As Series One SWBs are light, it is possible 
to use a front stub axle with the rear face 
machined � at. (See photo E) This is then 
supported by the tight shanks of the 6 HT 
bolts in shear. 

An alternative method of accommodat-
ing the longer shafts on an FF axle is to use 
a machined out drive member between the 
hub and the existing one, using 2 3/4 x 3/8 
BSF bolts. This is a bit unsightly, but an easy 
emergency kit to get you home. (See photo F)

If you use drive members on FF half shafts, 
or with these removed, the chances are that 
you will get an oil leak from the hub cap. The 
solution is to groove the drive member as is 
done with the Series lll and � t an O-ring.

Ultimately, the half shaft problem will 

Snapped + Welded
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be solved by a group of owners getting to-
gether and having a batch of shafts made up. 
(How about it, LRSOC members?).

Assuming you are not hell-bent on origi-
nality, a possible solution is to replace the 
whole unit with a Series ll, llA or lll SWB axle. 
LWB units will not do, as their spring mount-
ings are not compatible. Furthermore, using 
the Salisbury (Slll) axle will result in a very 
short prop shaft. (It is important to retain 
the original axle with its casing number, for 
restoration purposes at a later date).

There is of course another solution to the 
half shaft problem. This applies to the wider 
axles and is particularly appropriate if you have 
a more powerful engine, and need to use your 
Land Rover as a daily commute on a motorway. 

It involves � tting 3.54 di� s in order to hold 
higher speeds.

Use one from a Range Rover P38 with 
coarse splines which matches the half shafts 
in your front axle, and one from a 110/De-
fender front axle with � ne splines, for your 
rear axle. For the right hand side rear, use the 
short half shaft from a Series lll Salisbury axle. 
Then you will have to have a suitable left hand 
half shaft made up. Other mods to the drive 
train will be dealt with in a separate article. 

TRAVELLING
Should you wish to go travelling in your 
Series One with SF half shafts, carry an 
emergency kit. This allows you to continue 

your journey using front wheel drive if you 
snap a half shaft or run a bearing. 

It consists of half of the items marked ‘*’ 
above. In addition you must be able to blank 
o�  the brake pipe, because you are unlikely 
to be able to disassemble the SF unit, so 
that you can � t the brake backing plate. (See 
article number 8, R+R BRAKES.)

However, if no repairs are possible, you 
can continue on front wheel drive, providing 
that;             
- With a collapsed wheel bearing you have 
no option but to � t your emergency kit in 
place of the SF half shaft unit.
- With a snapped SF half shaft you can pro-
ceed for a short distance with little chance 
of further damage. 
- If you have a longer distance to travel, re-
move both half shafts and the di�  in order to 
remove the broken bits, so that they cannot 
get caught up in the gears or the bearings. 
Replace the components and drive on the 
front axle. (See photo G)
NB. In all the above instances, the prop shaft 
must NOT be removed, so as to protect the 
di�  gears.
- With FF half shafts, remove both half 
shafts, replace drive members and hub caps. 
Here the prop shaft MUST be removed as 
the broken bits may come loose and damage 
the di�  (See photo G).
TIP: For all types of half shafts, you need to 
carry a spare set of wheel bearings.

B C

D1

REAR AXLES
If you have a bare casing, do yourself a 
favour and have a 3/4 BSP collar welded 
into the back at the right height, as is done 
on the front axle. (See photo H) This allows 
you to put in oil easily, without � ghting with 
accumulated dirt and the right hand side 
spring. Furthermore, some new Rover di� s 
may have no � ller plug, but are interchange-
able with those of early vehicles, so it would 
be di�  cult to put in oil.

A problem with Rover di� s in rear axles 
(Series One, ll and lll) is the exposed ends of 
the studs or captive bolts securing the di�  
to the casing. As mentioned in the article on 
springs, the front wheels throw up “sundry 
stones, gravel and other items”. This dam-
ages the exposed stud ends, which makes 
the removal of the nuts di�  cult and can 
even result in stripped threads. If you have to 
remove a di�  when a half shaft breaks, this 
may cause problems. Nyloc or similar nuts 
would not solve the problem as they o� er no 
protection to the exposed ends. 

The solution is to � t enough (usually 
2) ordinary nuts to cover the ends of the 
threads on the bottom 5 studs. (See photo 
I). The nuts will lock each other, so no spring 
washers are required. 

While you are busy with an axle casing, 
check the collar which protects the drain 
plug. These are often bent from contact with 
rocks, etc. If so, remove the plug even if you 

Sheared + Stripped Conversion Kit

Spacer (Front Stub)

D2 D3

Spacer (Rear Stub) Spacer in place
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have to butcher it, and with a drift, reshape 
the collar so that the plug has clearance. 

FRONT AXLES
Once again the workshop manual covers just 
about everything, so the only comments that 
need to be made are;
1. In order to get the large Tracta joint seal 
up against the chromed swivel housing, in-
crease the number of shims under the lower 
arm or swivel pin.
2. On light vehicles, one can � t a swivel pin 
bearing top and bottom, but the pre load 
needs to be reduced and it would help to � t 
a steering damper. 
3. Think carefully about the advantages of 
modifying the brakes by using LWB units 
with altered � tting, as will be shown in R+ 
R number 8 on brakes. This will greatly 
improve your braking. 
4. If you intend using free-wheeling hubs, re-
fer to Legend Nos. 191 – 194 for a rundown 
on these.
5. When stripping or assembling these swivel 
housings (chrome domes), the best spanners are 
those supplied by Rover with the vehicle; but ide-
ally you need a pair of them. (See photo J)
6. The bolts in 5 above should be HT (high 
tensile) T grade for normal use and V grade 
for severe service.
7. If you are planning to do any wading, it is ad-

that if this conversion is used, the upper 
steering lever and lower swivel pin bracket 
must initially be � tted with 0.040” (1mm) 
shims before adjusting preload. 

There is a conversion kit P. No. 532269 for 
this. Alternatively you can reclaim a worn Railko 
bush system by making a new pin and machin-
ing out the bush. This is only possible if the new 
pin will � t through the swivel pin housing. 

In this article, I will not cover wheel shimmy 
in great detail. This occurs especially in the 
early models with shackles at the front of the 
springs, but can also occur on later variants. 

The basic principle is one of castor angle, 
as mentioned by R. and K. Cooper in their 
brilliant article in Legend 183 page 54. The 
simple solution applied by the Coopers is the 
correct one.  Ideally the shim needs to be 
wedge shaped, not like the one in my photo 
(See photo K). In addition, make sure that the 
whole axle, especially the steering damping, 
springs and shocks are in good condition.

The � tting of the shims on the rear of the 
axle ‘foot’ increases castor angle, thereby 
decreasing shimmy, but makes for heavier 
steering. The opposite occurs if the shims 
are placed on the front; there is more chance 
of shimmy but the steering will be lighter. 
The later Series vehicles, being heavier, can 
bene� t from lighter steering, without really 
increasing the chance of the dreaded shimmy.

visable to � t remote breathers to both axles.
8. The swivel housings normally contain 
oil. The use of grease, while  decreasing oil 
leaks, does not lubricate the Railko bushes 
adequately. Thus only small amounts of 
grease should be added in hot climates.
9. The adjustment of the “lock stops” is to 
prevent the tyres from touching the chassis. 
Note the round headed bolt on the bulkhead 
support plate, which prevents damage to the 
tyre. In extreme cases, for example if spacers 
are � tted, the steering can turn far enough 
to damage the Tracta joint seal. Thus the 
stops must be adjusted accordingly.

Early 80in Land Rovers had Tracta joints 
as opposed to U joints in the front axle. 
These are true constant velocity joints 
whereas the UJs are not, hence the jerky 
steering in front wheel drive on later models. 
The chrome swivel housings of the later 
models with UJs, can be used with Tracta 
joint shafts, but not the other way round. 
(Source: John Smith).

The Series One front axle uses a cone and 
spring type steering damping. This becomes 
ine� ective when the grooved pin in the 
steering arm becomes worn. This is exacer-
bated by � tting wide wheels and tyres. See 
article R+R number 6 on Rims and Tyres.

The simplest solution is to convert to the 
Railko bush and thrust washer system. Note 

HG

FE

Spacer + Flat Stub Spacer for Drive Member

Damaged Crown wheel Rear Filler Point
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are screwed into the hub or axle � ange and 
then peened over. The number of threads 
in the hub (6) is far less than in the wheel 
nut (10+). Thus, it is often the stud in the 
hub which comes undone if the nut is rusted 
to the stud. This is why these should be 
greased. (See photo N)

If the threads in the hub are damaged, the 
remedy is to � t a Series llA “knock in” splined 
stud (P. No. 561886) suitably recessed. 

Should you have to � t Series lll wheel hubs 
but wish to retain the original appearance of 
the Series One wheel nuts (24 mm across 
� ats) and not the larger ones as used on 
the Series lll, the answer is to use the ones 
from a Peugeot 404/504 pick up. These 
are 24 mm across � ats but have the Series 
lll stud internal threads. You will note that 
the contact with the wheel rim is enlarged, 
thereby adding to safety. (See photo P). The 
nut lower right (27mm AF) is the larger one 
from a Series lll. 

With all hubs and the � anges on SF half-
shafts, make sure that the small threaded holes 
for the drum retaining screws are clear. Should 
there be a broken o�  screw which is proud of 
the hub face, remove it, as the brake drum will 
crack when the wheel nuts are tightened.  

The manual instructs that on � tting the hub, 
there must be end � oat when the hub nuts are 
done up. Nowhere else do taper roller bearings 

have end � oat, so this seems illogical. 
You can do this without dial gauges. 
Proceed as follows; tighten the inner nut, 

using a tube spanner as supplied by the Club 
shop, or a purpose made one. (Not with a 
chisel!). This consists of 6 small pieces of � at 
bar welded together. (See photo O). 

Give the hub a few clouts with a hammer 
to seat the inner bearing and repeat until 
seated. Undo the nut, � nger-tighten it, back 
it o�  about 3/4 of a � at and now complete 
assembly. 

FREE LUNCHES 
Sorry, they do not exist! Do not skimp on the 
work or take short cuts. This usually leads to 
trouble. 

It is always wise to strip a unit com-
pletely when working on it. Recently I was 
presented with a Station Wagon which had 
been hit by a 30 ton rig, on the right front 
body and axle. The result was a trashed 
free-wheeling hub, wing, and damage to 
the bulk head. The bulkhead was repaired, 
the wing replaced and the axle stripped to 
check that the casing was straight. When 
re- assembling and � tting a new FWH, I 
was tempted not to check the bearings, as 
they appeared to be � ne, but the massive 
impact worried me. 

On further investigation, it was clear 

HUBS 
Drive member bolts are 1 and 19/32” 
(40,5mm) long, the shank is 21mm. They 
pass through the drive member to a depth 
of 6mm into the hub. This means that the 
shank is in shear. (Un-plated, on the right of 
photo M). Now the other bolts on the front 
axle are variously 29, 31, 32, and 35 mm long. 

It is obvious that if the shortest of these is 
used, only 4 threads will engage. These strip 
easily when the bolt is tightened. Then if the 
next length is used, it does the same. Even-
tually all the threads in that hole are stripped, 
and the correct bolt will not grip. 

Thus a frequent problem with wheel hubs 
is stripped threads in the drive member bolt 
holes. For one or two holes, the easy solu-
tion is Heli coils. If more than this, drill all the 
holes out to 3/8” and re-tap to 7/16” NC. 
The head size of these bolts is slightly bigger 
(0,28mm) than those of the 3/8” BSF bolts. 
It would take a pernickety ‘rivet counter’ to 
spot this. (See photo L). The argument that 
there is only a threaded section of the bolt 
(not a shank) in shear between the drive 
member and the hub is spurious. The root 
diameter of the bolt is ample. Do not forget 
to drill out the drive member. 

If you must, you could of course � t 7/16” 
bolts with the shank in shear as for 3/8 BSF. 

On Early Land Rovers, the wheel studs 

I

Protecting end of Studs

J

K L

Double Spanners

Castor Shim Comparison
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GREASES 
Not all greases are created equal! 

Calcium (lime) and lithium (LM) based 
greases are not a� ected by water and hence 
are used in general applications. They repel 
water and are smooth and buttery to the 
touch. This leaves the water free in the hub.

Sodium (soda) based greases emulsify in 
the presence of moisture.  

They are somewhat � brous in texture and 
are particularly appropriate for trailers, espe-
cially those which are used in wet conditions. 
Small amounts of moisture can be ‘absorbed’ 
by these greases, thereby protecting the 
bearings from rust. 

There is a simple test; take a bit of grease 
between thumb and fore� nger, add a few 
drops of water and rub. If it goes milky you 
have the right grease. Here Castrol WB is 
an example of the correct grease for wheel 
bearings. With most others, ignore the label, 
do the test! This is especially important to 
protect your precious Brockhouse trailer.

TRAILERS, ETC.
As a corollary to greases, we need to look at 
trailers, especially those used intermittently, 
and boat trailers. Of particular importance is 
the Brockhouse system with its external wip-
ing seals. (I changed mine to the more logical 
modern seals). 

Because water is repelled by the calcium 
and lithium greases, it is free in the bearing 
and causes rust, especially on the metal to 
metal contact between the rollers and the 
cup, where the grease is forced out. 

An example of this is the Zimbabwean 
� sherman who goes to the annual Tiger 
Fishing Contest on the Zambezi River, 
440km North of Bulawayo, towards the end 
of our dry season. Here he launches his boat 
and gets water in just about everywhere. 
After all the “Beer and Barbeque” festivities, 
he goes home and parks the trailer. Then 
he may do a few local trips during the year, 
before setting o�  to the river for the next 
Tiger Tournament. Trouble usually arrives 
about 140km up the road, with a seized 
bearing! The cause is rust, because of the 
wrong grease, no maintenance and lack of 
rational thought. 

Similarly, the principle applies to the front 
wheel hubs of the Land Rover if you go wad-
ing, because oil does not function like WB 
grease. Free-wheeling hubs are also prone to 
the ingress of moisture, with the same result. 

The moral of the story is; service your 
hubs at the end of the wettest, busiest 
season or after immersion, using sodium 
based grease, where necessary.  Your trailer 
or vehicle can then sit through to the next 
escapade, without rusting the bearings. a

that the impact had forced the cone of the 
inner bearing inwards so hard that it had 
marked the cup. This was replaced and the 
job completed with a quiet mind. 

If you have stripped out a rear axle com-
plete with wheels, check that the casing is 
straight. This is done by chocking the wheels 
and measuring the distance between them 
as you do for toe in. Rotate the di�  and cas-
ing 180 degrees without moving the wheels. 
Then re-measure, which should be within 
1mm of the � rst reading. If not, suspect a 
bent casing or stub axle. 

If you have a bare casing, it can be 
checked by the conventional method of 
attaching straight edges to the � anges and 
measuring to check that they are parallel. 
Otherwise use a mirror! 

The stub axles are best checked in a lathe. 
If this is not available, � t it in a hub, together 
with its nuts and spin the stub axle with the 
hub stationary.

While you are about this, ensure that the 
small pockets for the heads of the spring 
centre bolts are clear of broken o�  heads, 
impacted dirt, etc. In the case of the former, 
use a high quality drill bit to remove it. 
Remember to put back the brake protection 
(slipper) plates when replacing the rear axle 
on the springs. Note that these are swapped 
over on later LWBs.  
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80”  Minerva Hood     £321.01
80” Full hood  (�exible rear window)  £339.53
80” Full hood (rigid perspex rear windows)   £369.62
86-88” Full hood (rigid perspex rear windows)  £355.14
86-88” Full hood  (�exible rear window)   £353.94
86-88” 3/4 hood     £241.74
86-88” Bikini hood     £109.85
107” 3/4 hood     £335.23
86” Fume curtain     £94.72
80” Fume curtain     £109.32
Chain sleeves (pair)     £5.81
Hook and plate for canvas hoods   £2.70
1” Brass buckles for hood (pack of 4)   £5.40
80” Webbing brass coated hooks   £5.52
80” Canvas door �aps (pair)    £20.74
80” Brass rope hooks     £5.81
Replacement rope sets    £23.70

DOOR 
TRIM SETS

107”SW Rear door 
trim set pair £198

SEATS 80" Spade back - Full seat set                 £297.89
80" Spade back - Base                                 £53.33
80" Spade back - Back                                  £47.33
80" Spade back - Mounting brackets  £41.71
80" Shovel back - Full seat set                    £279.84
80" Shovel back - Base                                 £53.33
80" Shovel back - Back                                  £44.48
80” Shovel back mounting brackets         £65.68
80" Square back - Full seat set          £297.84
80" Square back - Base                 £53.33
80" Square back - Back     £48.97

86-88” Full seat set      £314.29
86-88” Base     £49.37
86-88” Back      £65.28
86-88” Seat back mounting brackets  £65.68
107” Front bench back    £99
107” Front bench back trim cover kit  £116.40
80” Base locators (individual)   £5.64
86” Seat base bu�ers (individual)  £2.48
100mm Seat retaining strap (individual)   £2.48
140mm Seat retaining strap (individual)  £2.56

Seat Trim Options

HOODS

80” Full hood stick set (curved)   £219.72
80” Full hood stick set (�at)    £228.01
86-88” full hood stick set    £371.44
80” Front or rear hoop (�at)    £48.54
80” Front or rear hoop (curved)    £46.28
80” Rear horizontal tie bars    £22.46
80” Front horizontal tie bars    £19.97
86-88” Horizontal drain channel (left hand)   £63.14
86-88” Horizontal drain channel (right hand)  £63.14
86-88” Vertical drain channel (right hand)   £37.75

86-88” Vertical drain channel (right hand)   £37.75
86-88” Front hoop     £58.97
86-88” Centre support hoop    £41.11
86-88” Rear hoop     £51.17
86” Horizontal tie bar (left or right hand)   £26.74
Staple rear body & windscreen    £1.43
80” Webbing brass coated hooks   £5.52
Hoop body & wing nut    £1.78
Body side rope hook     £2.40

STICKS
From

86-88” Vertical drain channel (right hand)   £37.75

Tel: +44 (0) 1984 635060
Web: www.exmoortrim.co.uk

E-Mail: mail@exmoortrim.co.uk

Canvas Trim Options

86-88-107” Front door 
trim set pair £224.40

All prices include UK VAT at 20% where applicable. All prices correct as of 15/1/2017 but subject to change without prior notice.
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